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Abstract. Results in the spectral theory of differential operators, and recent

results on conformally covariant differential operators and on sharp inequali-

ties, are combined in a study of functional determinants of natural differential

operators. The setting is that of compact Riemannian manifolds. We concen-

trate especially on the conformally flat case, and obtain formulas in dimensions

2, 4, and 6 for the functional determinants of operators which are well be-

haved under conformai change of metric. The two-dimensional formulas are

due to Polyakov, and the four-dimensional formulas to Branson and Orsted;

the method is sufficiently streamlined here that we are able to present the six-

dimensional case for the first time. In particular, we solve the extremal problems

for the functional determinants of the conformai Laplacian and of the square

of the Dirac operator on S2 , and in the standard conformai classes on S4

and S6 . The S2 results are due to Onofri, and the S4 results to Branson,

Chang, and Yang; the S6 results are presented for the first time here. Recent

results of Graham, Jenne, Mason, and Sparling on conformally covariant dif-

ferential operators, and of Beckner on sharp Sobolev and Moser-Trudinger type

inequalities, are used in an essential way, as are a computation of the spectra

of intertwining operators for the complementary series of SOo(m + 1, 1), and

the precise dependence of all computations on the dimension. In the process

of solving the extremal problem on S6 , we are forced to derive a new and

delicate conformally covariant sharp inequality, essentially a covariant form

of the Sobolev embedding L2(S6) «-» L3(S6) for section spaces of trace free

symmetric two-tensors.

0. INTRODUCTION

Some very recent work in analysis and geometry has revealed strong new con-

nections among fields which, while never completely separate, have at least been

studied in very different ways. Part of the stimulus for this has been physical

string theory, which led in the last decade to a fresh look at Riemann surfaces,

always a meeting ground for different disciplines in analysis. In this paper, we

would like to clarify some of these connections as they have manifested them-

selves in the study of string theoretic principles in higher ( > 2 ) dimensions.
Broadly speaking, the fields in question are:

(I) the spectral theory of differential operators;

(II) conformai geometry; and
-
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(III) sharp inequalities.

In this discussion, we work in the category of compact Riemannian manifolds.

Under the heading (I) are such tools as the heat kernel expansion, index theory,

and functional determinants. Two of the major goals involve relating geometry

to spectral data. In the isospectral problem, one tries to show that the spectrum

of some natural differential operator (for example, the Laplacian A ) determines

the geometry (Riemannian metric), or at least that there is a very small set of

metrics with the same spectrum. In the uniformization problem, one tries to

use some spectral invariant 5^ to "drive" the metric to a uniform state (usu-

ally one of constant curvature in some sense), either by solving an extremal

problem for y as a functional on the space of metrics, or by setting up a

"heat flow" (parabolic equation) which will produce the uniform state at time

infinity. Under the heading (II), the main tools are conformally invariant differ-

ential operators. (Ill) is a hard analytic topic; among the major tools relevant

here is symmetrization and the use of symmetric decreasing rearrangement to
"improve" the value of functional like those mentioned in the discussion of (I)

above. "Sharp" inequalities are those with best constants and extremals given.

Geometrically, a sharp inequality can usually be viewed as an invariant quan-
tity, i.e., the quantity asserted to be nonnegative. Sharpness, not to mention

the applicability of symmetrization in the proof, are intimately connected to

the geometric invariance exhibited by the eventual inequality. More functional

analytically, a sharp inequality can often be viewed as a norm computation for

an embedding of Banach spaces, the prototypical example being the Sobolev
Embedding Theorem. Both of these viewpoints will be useful here.

The more or less straightforward connections are (I) <-> (II) and (II) <-► (III);

the link (I) <-> (III) has been somewhat mysterious. For example, one would

like a reason for the fact that Onofri's analysis of the extremal problem for the
functional determinant detA on the sphere S2 leads directly to the Moser-

Trudinger inequality, other than that both problems are extremely natural. A

main goal of this paper, aside from showing that similar phenomena occur in

higher dimensions, is to show that these phenomena should be expected, i.e.,

are to some extent predictable from the geometric formulation of the problems.

In other words, we would like to make the link (I) <-► (HI) explicit.

A curious additional connection is that between (III) and the theory of the
complementary series of the Lie group SOo( m + 1, 1 ) ; we make this completely

explicit in Section 3 of this paper. It has been remarked that, with respect to

the problem of determining the unitary dual of a semisimple Lie group, the

complementary series is an anomalous sort of object, not really fitting into any

framework that does much good in the study of unitary representations in gen-

eral. For this reason, complementary series representations have even acquired

a reputation as being somewhat "useless". (According to [V, p. 17], "One hopes

not to need them for most harmonic analysis problems.") It is, therefore, ironic

that they are so important in the present treatment, and more so because they

are useful for the same reason that they have been thought useless: the invari-

ant inner product is a "strange" one, obtained from the L2 inner product (•, •)

by insertion of a pseudo-differential intertwining operator A to form (•, A-).

These A are actually elliptic operators defining invariant versions of the inner

products in the Sobolev spaces L2  (meaning L2, with v derivatives in L2,
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u £ E). Otherwise said, they are invariant Banach isomorphisms from L2 to

its dual L2_v ; for a discrete set of v, they are actually differential operators,

and in fact the realizations on the standard sphere Sm of conformally covariant

differential operators that exist for general Riemannian metrics. Furthermore,

the spectra of these intertwining operators are explicitly computable from the in-

tertwining relation. We return to this theme in Section 7 to derive an essentially

new estimate crucial to the extremal problem for the functional determinant on

S6 ; here we need not only the complementary series representations from the

spherical principal series (principal series representations carried by spaces of

scalar valued functions), but also a tensor valued complementary series. In a

way, the complementary series is the central object in this investigation; indeed,

we have just touched upon links to all the other ideas in this circle (including

(I—III)) in discussing it.
In describing the results of this work, we shall stay on a not-too-technical level

for the remainder of the introduction (just referring ahead for definitions and

clarification). We continue the study of the functional determinant in higher
( > 2 ) dimensions begun in [B03, BCY], and derive new formulas for functional

determinants of operators with certain nice conformai properties, in particular

for the conformai Laplacian (or Yamabe operator) Y and the square f 2 of

the Dirac operator, on conformally flat manifolds of dimension 6. One mo-

tivation for going to dimension six is the search for a pattern in the extremal

problem for the functional determinant. In a fundamental paper [On], Onofri

showed that as a functional on the space of volume 4n Riemannian metrics

on the Riemann sphere S2, the functional determinant detA of the Lapla-
cian is maximized exactly at the standard metric g0 and its transforms under

the Möbius group of S2 . His method was as follows: ( 1 ) prove the statement

replacing "Riemannian metrics" by "metrics in the standard conformai class

[i?o] := {gw = e2wg | o) £ C°°(S2)}." This is done by computing a quotient

(det Aw)/(det Ao), where A^ is the Laplacian in the metric gw , and then notic-

ing that the resulting quantity is exactly that asserted to be nonpositive by the

celebrated Moser-Trudinger inequality. This inequality may be viewed as the

norm computation for the embedding of the Sobolev class L2 into the Orlicz

class eL. (2) Then note that any Riemannian metric on S2 is the pullback of

some gco under a diffeomorphism tp £ Diffeo(52). Since spectral invariants

of A or of any other natural differential operator are also diffeomorphism in-

variants, the result follows; the spectral invariants involved here are, of course,

detA and the volume (which appears in the spectral asymptotics of A). Simi-

lar results hold for the Laplacians of higher spin bundles; in particular the spin

Laplacian, i.e., the square f2 of the Dirac operator f , though one important

dissimilarity is that det f 2 is minimized in the standard geometry.
The first thing to go radically wrong with Onofri's argument when we go up

in dimension is this second step: generalizing the Möbius group to the con-

formal group ctran(5'w, go), up to covering a copy of SOo(m + 1, 1), we

get an extremely large space of metrics, even after deflation by the infinite di-

mensional groups of diffeomorphisms and of conformai changes of metric. To

be somewhat more precise, the cone & of Riemannian metrics is acted upon

by the group Diffeo(5''") x C^°(Sm), where ix is semidirect product, and the

action of em £ C^°(Sm)  is g i-> e2wg.   The product is semidirect because
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diffeomorphisms pull back conformai factors ew. If am = 2, the orbit space

&/T>iffeo(Sm) k C^(Sm) is a single point, but if am > 2, it is infinite di-

mensional and quite complicated structurally. The upshot is that, in higher

dimensions, we must stay within a given conformai class, at least at first, in

looking for analogues of Onofri's Theorem and other fundamental string the-
oretic principles. Almost no work has been done on the question of cutting

across conformai classes, either for the extremal problem or the closely related
isospectral problem.

There are still more unpleasant facts to be faced in higher dimension: much

as we like the ordinary Laplacian A (for example, for its topological signifi-

cance), it simply does not have the good conformai behavior necessary to get

a Polyakov formula for the conformai variation of its determinant. Nature

strongly prefers that we compute the determinant of a conformally covariant

differential operator, or at least a positive integral power of such. The Dirac

operator y is conformally covariant, so we can always consider f 2 . There

is also a Laplacian on functions, the conformai Laplacian

am — 2
Y :=A+—-—t,

4(am - 1)

where x is the scalar curvature, which has nice conformai properties, and which

specializes to A in dimension two.

At this point one would like to examine the situation in dimension am = 3.

However, the functional determinant is quite rigid conformally in odd dimen-

sions, and so at least for the problem we are looking at, the next dimension is

am = 4. Here Branson and Orsted [B03] computed quotients of the form

(0.1) (detA(O)/(detA0)

for reasonably general operators A and background metrics go . (In particu-

lar, conformai flatness was not assumed.) As above, the subscript ca indicates

that we evaluate in the metric gm = e2mgo . Later, Branson, Chang, and Yang

[BCY] attacked the isospectral and extremal problems related to these formulas.

One result of this latter work is that something survives of the Onofri reasoning:

consider the extremal problems for det Yw and det f 2W in the standard confor-

mai class [go] on S4 . What emerges from the quantities (0.1 ) is now a linear

combination of two norm computations: one for the exponential class embed-

ding L\ <-» eL , and another for the "ordinary" borderline Sobolev embedding

L\ <-» L4. The latter inequality is that involved in the Yamabe problem, and

in fact it is quite fruitful to think of it in this way. The former inequality is

the four-dimensional version of a generalized Moser-Trudinger inequality due

to Beckner [Bec]. The "miracle" that occurs is that in this linear combination,

the signs of the two coefficients agree, both for A = Y and A = f 2 , so we get
extremal results. But just as in dimension two, the Y signs disagree with the

f 2 signs, so we have opposite kinds of extrema. This is summarized in the

first two lines of Table 0.1.
As is clear from the third line, the sign miracles continue in dimension six

(where in fact they seem more improbable, in that more coefficients have to fall

into place with the correct sign). Note that the difference between the behavior
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Table 0.1.   The functional determinant at the standard metric

and its conformai transforms

S2

S4

S6

detK,

max

min

max

det f

min

max

min

of Y and y 2 is essential and is not due to conventions; we use the same

convention in each case (i.e., that the leading symbol is multiplication by \¿;\2 ).

The third line of the table is the main new "factual" result of the present work:

Theorem 0.1. On S6, for g = g0) = e2wgo in the conformai class of the standard

metric go and having the standard volume 16tt3/1 5, the quantity det IT; (resp.

det f w ) is maximized (resp. minimized) exactly when g(o = h*go for some

conformai diffeomorphism h on (S6, go) ■

The use of a generalized Polyakov formula to compute quotients of the form

(0.1 ) requires a fairly explicit knowledge of one of the heat kernel invariants of

the operator A in question, that at the "index level"; i.e., that with a homo-

geneity degree (under uniform dilation of the metric) which compensates that

of the Riemannian measure. We call this invariant Um[A]. It is often said that
the combinatorial complexity of the heat invariants explodes as one goes up in

level; since level equals dimension in our problem, our difficulties explode as

the dimension goes up. It has been possible, and hopefully not completely taste-

less, to compute in dimension 6 by paying close attention to the dependence of

all quantities on dimension; that is, by performing what physicists might call

dimensional regularization. Specifically, we deal with universal polynomial for-

mulas whose coefficients are rational functions of the dimension am , and use

computations valid for large even am to make conclusions about a specific am .

In other words, we meromorphically continue rational functions of am , using

am = oo as the limit point. This point of view excuses us from considering pure

divergence terms in the heat invariant Um[A] in some subcomputations. The

advantage gained from this is nonexistent in dimension 2, minor in dimension

4, and considerable in dimension 6. To make things even more tractable, we

work in the conformally flat category; this is of course stable under the changes

of metric we want to consider, and does not discard the case of the sphere.

Extrapolating from dimensions 2, 4, and 6, the philosophy would seem to

be as follows: the term corresponding to the exponential class Beckner-Moser-

Trudinger inequality [Bee], i.e. that related to the norm computation for the

embedding L2^ <-> eL, is, in a sense to be made precise, the leading term

in the functional determinant. Its coefficient is related to the leading term

(really an equivalence class in the space of metric invariants) of Um[A] ; such

leading terms were studied in [G5, BG01]. Looking at these formulas, one finds

that if the leading term alone were decisive, the result would be the obvious
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continuation of Table 0.1 to arbitrary even am . The sign miracles, then, consist

in coeffients of "trailing terms" having the correct sign. The estimation of the

trailing terms, by the time we get to dimension 6, entails some relatively delicate

conformai geometry. To oversimplify quite a bit, what ends up being used,

in addition to the embedding L\ «-» eL, is the borderline embedding L\ <-*

t?, both in the trivial scalar bundle, and in the bundle TFS2 of trace free

symmetric two-tensors. More specifically, we have to study the effect of the

scalar embedding on the scalar curvature function, and of the TFS2 embedding

on the Einstein (trace free Ricci) tensor.

Our treatment depends heavily on two pieces of technology that have only

recently come clearly into view. The first is the construction by Graham, Jenne,

Mason, and Sparling [GJMS] of conformally covariant operators on scalar func-

tions with leading term A"/2, n a positive even integer, as long as it is not the

case that the dimension am is even and less than n . In particular, this allows

us to find a representative of the leading term equivalence class described above
which behaves relatively simply under conformai variation. The other is Beck-

ner's recent work on sharp Sobolev and Moser-Trudinger inequalities, based

on fundamental work of Lieb [Lie] on best constants and extremals for Hardy-
Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities in Rm . In Section 3 below, we give proofs of

some of Beckner's results that use group invariance (and indeed, the comple-

mentary series) in an essential way.

The sequence of events in this paper will be as follows. Section 1 is about

conformai covariance in general, and the Graham-Jenne-Mason-Sparling opera-

tors Pn in particular. Something of extreme importance to us is the zeroth order

term Q„ of such a Pn , defined here by applying Pn to the constant function:

P„ 1 = (am - n)Q„/2, where am is the dimension. Section 2 is about the principal
series of SOo(am + 1, 1), and especially its subseries, the complementary series.
Here we show how to compute the spectrum of an intertwining operator, and

relate such operators to the operators Pn of the previous section. Section 3

presents Beckner's theory of sharp inequalities on the sphere (i.e., that part of

the theory that we shall need, from a point of view that suits our needs), with

heavy emphasis on connections to the complementary series. Section 4 presents

joint work of Branson and Orsted on conformai index theory and the general-

ized Polyakov formula. Section 5 presents the two- and four-dimensional theory

from the dimensional regularization point of view; the end results are somewhat

different derivations of known results of Onofri and of Branson and Orsted. In

Section 6, we do the computations necessary to get formulas for det Y and

det f 2 in six dimensions. In Section 7, these are applied to prove Theorem
0.1. A large part of Section 7 is devoted to some delicate conformai geometry

and a new sharp inequality that seems to be necessary to the proof. Section 8

contains a discussion of the sign pattern of Table 0.1 and its continuation, and

of prospects for future work.

It is a pleasure to thank Bill Beckner, Alice Chang, Peter Gilkey, Bent Orsted,
and Paul Yang for their help in clarifying the thinking of this paper. This

material was part of a series of talks given by the author at the First Global
Analysis Research Center Symposium on Pure and Applied Mathematics at

Seoul National University; thanks are due to the organizers for making the talks

possible. Finally, the author thanks Roskilde University Center, Seoul National
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1. Conformally covariant differential operators
on scalar functions

Let (M, g) be a smooth, compact Riemannian manifold without boundary.

am will always denote the dimension of M. Let V be the Levi-Civita con-

nection and R be the Riemann curvature tensor of g. We shall say that a

differential operator D on smooth scalar functions on M is natural if it can

be given by a universal polynomial expression in g, its inverse g', V, and R,

using tensor product and contraction. Such an object, of course, is not really

an operator, but a rule that canonically assigns an operator to each Riemannian

manifold of a given dimension. For example, D could be the ordinary Lapla-

cian A = 8d, where d is the exterior derivative and 8 its formal adjoint, since

in the usual invariant index notation, A = -g'JV,V/ . A local scalar invariant

can be described as a natural differential operator of order zero acting on scalar

functions; or alternatively, as a linear combination of monomials

(1.1) ^((Vfll ...VapRukl)...(Vbi ...VbqRsluv)),

where %? is some operator which groups indices into pairs, raises one index in

each pair, and contracts to a scalar.

We shall also have some use for natural operators between bundles of tensor-

spinors. Recall that the structure group of Riemannian geometry is O(am) ; and
that of oriented Riemannian spin geometry is Spin (am) . (By Weyl's invariant

theory, (1.1) is a basis of the local scalar O(am) invariants; see, e.g., [BFG,
Section 5.8].) If H is one of these structure groups, a tensor-spinor bundle is

just a vector bundle of the form f?u xi V, where (V, k) is a finite-dimensional

representation of H, and &h is the bundle of //-frames. To define a natural

operator between two such bundles, we just impose the polynomial restriction

above, noting that if H = Spin(m), the Levi-Civita connection is extended

to the Levi-Civita spin connection (which we also call V ), and the Clifford

section y is allowed to enter our polynomial constructions, y is a section of

TM ® End(SM), where ~LM is the spinor bundle. For example, the Dirac

operator y = y'V, is a natural Spin (am)-operator on sections of XAf. (The

orientation assumed in using the structure group Spin(m) is just a convenience,

and we shall not consider operators that depend on orientation.)
A natural differential operator D is conformally covariant of bidegree (a, b)

£ R2 in dimension am if for any AM-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, go),

(1.2) gw = e2<°go, co£C°°(M)^D(0 = e-b»Doß(e™),

where for any / e C°°(M), p(f) is multiplication by /. Here the subscripts
indicate the metric in which we are evaluating; for example, Do is computed in

go , and Doj in g^ . We fix this subscript notation for use whenever we vary
the metric within a conformai class

[go] := {gœ = e2(0go | œ £ C°°(M)}.

We shall also apply the subscript notation to other quantities, for example,

local invariants and the Riemannian measure dv.   If Spin (am) bundles are
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involved in the construction of the operator D, we impose the compatible

scaling yw = e~myo in (1.2); the weight (coefficient of co in the exponential)

used in this scaling is forced by the Clifford relations.

We shall sometimes have use for the infinitesimal form of the conformai

covariance relation (1.2). Suppose co £ C°°(M), and consider the curve g£CO
of conformai metrics; then (1.2) implies that

(1.3) (d/de)\E=oDeœ = -(b - a)coD0 + a[D0 , p(co)].

where [•, •] is the commutator. All such variational formulas will be meant in

the elementary sense: if cp is a smooth section and x £ M, then

(((d/de)\e=oDeœ)tp)(x) := (d/de)\e=0((DEa)tp)(x)).

The finite and infinitesimal forms of the conformai covariance relation are, in

fact, equivalent: an application of (1.3) with gEoW in place of go gives

(d/de)\c=eo{eb'"Deo)p(e-an} = 0

for any Co € R.

The best-known example of a conformai covariant is the conformai Laplacian,

or Yamabe operator

Y = A+ Am'\x,        m¿\,
4(am - 1)

where x is the scalar curvature R'J¡j of g . (Our convention on placement of

indices will be the one that makes RX2X2 positive on standard spheres.) The

Yamabe operator has conformai bidegree ((am - 2)/2, (am + 2)/2). Somewhat

less well-known is the fourth-order Paneitz operator P4 , which was introduced

in [P] (see also [Bral, Theorem 1.21], and [ES]). To describe P, let p be the

Ricci tensor of V ; py = Rk ¡kj , and let

(1.4)

Then

where

/ = T/(2(AM - 1)), AM # 1 ,

V = (p-Jg)/(m-2),        m±\,2.

P = A2 + 8Td + (m-4)Q/2,        m±\,2,

T = (am - 2)7 - 4V-

Q=~J2-2\V\2 + AJ.2

Here V- is the natural action of a two-tensor on one-forms, (V • cp)j = V'jtpi ,

and \V\2 = V'JVij . The conformai bidegree of P is ((am - 4)/2, (am + 4)/2).
The examples of Y and P make it clear that the dependence of a con-

formal covariant on the dimension am is potentially important. Indeed, this

dependence can be used to derive the Gauss curvature prescription equation

in dimension 2 from the Yamabe equation in higher dimension. Applying the

conformai covariance relation for Y = A + (m-2)J/2 to the constant function

1, we get

(1.5)        (a + ̂ =Í/) eä¥<»=2^1jm<>*P<»,        co£C°°(M).
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Since A annihilates constants,

i    /    m~2r„ < \ AM — Z m-2 AM — L ÜLtlr,,
A0(e^œ - 1) + —r— J0e^~w = -^—Ja>e Î ".

Because the coefficients appearing in the expressions of Y and J as formal

polynomials are rational in am , as are all terms in the conformai covariance

relation for Y (after multiplication by appropriate exponential factors), we

may apply analytic continuation; specifically, we can divide by (am - 2)/2 and

then evaluate at am = 2 to get

AqOJ + Jo = Jwe203,        am = 2.

Thus the Yamabe equation, with its power function nonlinearity (viewed as an

equation on e(m~2)^/2 ); goes over to an equation with an exponential nonlin-

earity in co. On the level of identities, this reflects the transition on the level
of inequalities from the borderline Sobolev embedding L2 <-» ¿2m/(m-2) t0 tne

Moser-Trudinger inequality as am | 2 (see Section 3 below). Clearly the same

argument describes the behavior of the Paneitz operator P and Paneitz quan-

tity Q as we approach the critical dimension, in this case am = 4 : starting with

the identity

^+^a\e^-^a,e
2    c

where P° = P - (m - 4)Q/2, we get

PoCO + Qo = Q„e4<»,        m = 4,

since P° annihilates constants, and P = P° in dimension 4. The corre-

sponding event on the level of inequalities is the transition from the border-

line Sobolev embedding L\ «** j[y2m/('"-4) to an exponential class inequality as

am | 4 ; such inequalities have been studied in different settings by Lieb [Lie],

Adams [A], and Beckner [Bec].
Onofri [On] and Osgood, Phillips, and Sarnak [OPS1-2] showed that the

Moser-Trudinger inequality is decisive in the study of the functional determi-

nant of the Laplacian as a functional on the space of metrics in dimension 2.

Branson, Chang, and Yang [BCY] showed that the exponential class inequality

mentioned just above, together with the "conventional" borderline inequality

L2 •—► L4, play a similar role in dimension 4. Here the Paneitz operator,

which arises naturally in four-dimensional determinant computations of Bran-

son and Orsted [B03], plays a central role. This is one of several motivations

for a study of higher-order generalizations of Y and P. Graham, Jenne, Ma-

son, and Sparling [GJMS] have recently made such a study; we collect and

strengthen some of their results here in a form that will be useful to us.

Theorem 1.1. Let n be a positive even integer. Suppose that

(1.6) am is odd,        or      n < am.

There is a conformally covariant differential operator P„ on scalar functions, of

conformai bidegree ((am - n)/2, (am + n)/2), such that:

(a) The leading symbol of Pn is that of A"l2. On Rm with its standard metric,
P„ = A"/2.
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(b) Pn = P® + mYi Q„ , where Qn is a local scalar invariant and P„ has the

form Sn-Xd for some natural differential operator Sn_x carrying one-forms to

functions; in particular, P® annihilates constants.

(c) There are universal expressions for P„ and Qn as polynomials in (g, g*,

R, V) with coefficients that are real rational functions of m, regular at all pos-
itive integral m satisfying (1.6).

Proof. The assertions on the existence of Pn and its conformai bidegree, to-

gether with part (a), are contained in [GJMS].

For parts (b) and (c), we examine the construction of P„ given in [GJMS].

This construction is local, and involves a manifold G of dimension am + 2.

G is covered by charts U x R x (0, 1 ), where the U are charts for a given

Riemannian manifold (M, g) ; the coordinates on U (resp. the R and (0,1)

factors), will be called x = (xx, ... , xm) (resp. u and s). In [GJMS], what

we call eu is called t, and what we call s is called p. G is endowed with a
metric

g = e2u{gjj(x, s)dx'dxJ + 2s du2 + 2 duds}

of signature (am + 1, 1) which is defined formally by the requirement that the

Ricci tensor p of g vanishes. That is, one computes a Taylor series in s for

g based on this requirement, together with the initial condition g¡j (x, 0) =

gij(x). The result is the equation

'(«0 - gklg'lkg'}1 + \gklg'kig'ij) + ^g'ij - L2gklg'k,gij + Pi, = o-

(See [GJMS, equation (3.2)].) Here the prime is ¿-differentiation, and p is

the Ricci tensor of the metric g¡j (x, s) for fixed s . An inductive construction
of the Taylor series is possible if am is odd; when am is even, the series is
determined only up to order sml2 . The operator P„ arises as the obstruction to
finding an extension, near the 5 = 0 hypersurface, of a function e^n~m^ul2cp(x)

to a function e^"~m^u/2tp(x, s) which is annihilated by the Laplacian D of the

metric g. That is, the obstruction to extending e[-n~m)ul2cp(x) is Pncp. This

obstruction is obtained by solving for a Taylor expansion of cp(x, s) using the

equation

(1.7) -2scp" + (n-2-sgiig'yW - Acp + \(n - m)g^g'ycp = 0.

Here A is the Laplacian of gy(x, s) for fixed s. (Compare [GJMS, (3.5)],

noting that the reference's n is our am , the reference's -A is our A, and the

reference's w is (n - m)/2 in the case under consideration.) The obstruction

appears when one takes f - 1 derivatives of (1.7) with respect to 5 ; it appears

in the form A^(am , n)P„cp , where K is rational in am for fixed n . (Here we are

taking care to see that the normalization Pn = A"12 + (lower order) preserves

rationality. K(m, n) is the Cn>wj of [GJMS, p. 564].) Since the entire

construction is rational in am , the coefficients of Pn are also rational in am .

When n = m, the local invariant P„ I is the obstruction to extending the

constant function 1 to a function on G annihilated by D (i.e., we try to extend

e(n-m)uß . j witfi n = am). Since Dl = 0, there is no such obstruction; the

desired extension is 1. Thus Pm 1 = 0. But

Pn = P°n + Qn ,
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where Qn is the local invariant TV, and P° has the form (S„_i)'V,: = S„-Xd.

Since Qm = 0, we can write Q„ = (m - n)Q„/2; further, all coefficients are

still rational in am . This completes the proof of (b) and (c).        D

The theorem does not assert uniqueness of the Pn . In fact, it is easy to show

nonuniqueness if n is a multiple of 4 : if C is the Weyl conformai curvature

tensor,

( 1.8) C'jk, = R**, + Vj^i - Vjtf'k + Vl,gJk - V'kgß ,

scalar multiples of |C|"/2 = (CmtCyki)^4 can be added to P„ without dis-
turbing conformai covariance. In the next section, however, we shall show that

the evaluation of Pn on the sphere Sm with its standard metric go , or with

any conformai multiple of go , is unique.

Note that rationality in am is preserved upon changes of basis resulting when

the generators R, p, x are replaced by C, V, J, and vice versa; we shall often

use this fact implicitly.
The operators Y and P fill the requirements set by the theorem for P2 and

P4 , with J and Q as the corresponding Q2 and Q4 . In fact, some elementary

invariant theory shows that P2 is uniquely determined to be Y, and P4 must

have the form P + a(m)\C\2 for some rational function «(am).

Remark 1.2. There is no formal difference in the above discussion between

Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian conformai geometry: the formation of

monomials (1.1) is the same, and the finite dimensional representation theory

of the structure group Spin0(/7, q), p + q = m , is the same as that of Spin0(w)
by the Weyl unitary trick. In particular, the operators of Theorem 1.1 exist in

the pseudo-Riemannian regime, and are given by the same formal polynomials

as in the Riemannian case.

Remark 1.3. It does not seem to be apparent from the [GJMS] construction

that the P„ are formally self-adjoint, though this is a natural conjecture. If

D is a natural scalar differential operator of conformai bidegree (a, b), an

easy argument shows that D* has conformai bidegree (m - b, m - a). Thus

P* satisfies the requirements set by the theorem for Pn, except for part (b):

P^ 1 might not vanish. Thus we cannot just switch consideration to the self-

adjoint part (P„ + P*)/2 without investigating the [GJMS] construction further.

Instead, we content ourselves with the following observation, which is good

enough for our purposes: If [go] is a given conformai class on a Riemannian
manifold M, and Pn is formally self-adjoint at go , then Pn is formally self-

adjoint at all metrics ga £ [go] ■ Indeed, if (Pn)o is formally self-adjoint in the

metric go and cp or y/ has compact support,

J {(P„)<o<p}v(dv)w = j e-mVLw{(Pn)o(e^'acp))ipemw(dv)o

= f {(Pn)o(e^-cp)}(e^^)(dv)o
Jm

= |je^)j(P,),(^>)}Wo,

showing that the first expression is symmetric in cp and y/, and thus that (P„)w

is formally self-adjoint in the metric ga . As a special case of this observation,
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we get that P„ is formally self-adjoint in any conformally flat metric, since
P„ = A"/2 on standard Rm .

Although it is not our intention to try to write an explicit formula for Qn

except in low dimension, its conformai behavior can be described in arbitrary

dimension:

Corollary 1.4. If (am, aï) ¿s as in (1.6) and P„ is formally self adjoint at go ,
then

(1.9) (d/de)\e=0 J(Qndv)ecû = (m - n) J co(Qndv)0.

If am is even and Pm is formally self-adjoint at go , then

(1.10) j(Qmdv)(ü = j(Qmdv)o.

Proof. The conformai covariance relation for Pn , applied to the constant func-

tion 1, reads

(LU) (pï + ^Qn) e^ = ^-(Qn)we^.

Just as for the cases n = 2, 4, we can analytically continue to compute the

conformai behavior of Qm , which is not explicitly given by (1.11). Since P% =

S„-Xd annihilates constants,

(1.12) (Pn>)o(eßw-l) + ß(Qn)oeßw = ß(Qn)coe{m-ß)w,        ß = (m-n)/2.

By Theorem 1.1(c), we can divide by ß and evaluate at ß = 0 :

(1.13) (Pm)oOi + (Qm)o = (Qm)wemw,        m even.

Since (dv)w = emw(dv)o ,

(1.14) ((Pm)oü> + (Qm)o)(dv)o = (Qmdv)m ,        am even.

The infinitesimal form of ( 1.11 ) is

(1.15) (d/de)\e=o(Q„)e<o + nco(Q„)0 = (P^)oco,

in all dimensions am described by (1.6), except m = n. By analytic con-

tinuation, this extends also to m = n. So far we have not used the formal

self-adjointness assumption.

For a conformai class with Pm formally self-adjoint (Remark 1.3), Pm =

8S*m_x , so (1.13) and Stokes' Theorem give (1.10). Since (d/ds)\e=o(dv)ew =

mco(dv)o , the same sort of reasoning leads from (1.15) to (1.9).        D

It is also possible to say something about the terms in Q„ with the most and

least derivatives. To make this precise, fix am and consider the space J^ of

local scalar O (am) invariants A which have level n in the sense that a uniform

scaling g = a2g, 0 < a £ R, results in À = a~"A. It is easy to see that the

monomial (1.1) is in J^ with

(1.16) n = (2 + p) + ... + (2 + q).

There is a natural vector space filtration

"Sn , 0 <- -'n , 2 <- ■ • ■ l_ ±sn ,n-2 — ^n
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of J^¡ defined by declaring ( 1.1 ) to be in J^ ; # if ( 1.16) holds and p +... + q <
N. (Of course, applications of the curvature identities to a quantity which

appears only to be in ^fn,N may show that that quantity is actually in the more

elite space J^,/v , N' < N.) For example, the am-dimensional Pfaffian Pffm is

an element of ^fm t o . The terms in Qn with the most derivatives are described
by the following.

Corollary 1.5. If Qn is as in Theorem 1.1, then Q„ ~A^"~2^2J modulo J^,«-4 .

Proof. Fix am and consider the following conformai variation operator Var„

on <yn :

Var„(w, A) = (d/de)\e=0Aeù} + ncoA0 ,        co £ C°°(M).

An inductive argument [Bral, Section Lb] shows that the target space for Var„

is a space ^ of dco -augmented local invariants generated by formal monomi-

als

W((Vai ...VapRijk!)...(Vbl ...V6füí/IW)(VCl ...VCro))),

where W is as described after (1.1), r > 0, and (2 + p) + ... + (2 + q) + r = n .

Here co is to be viewed as an indeterminate element of C°°(M). Just as for

the unaugmented invariants above, the number p + q + r of explicit derivatives

defines a filtration

/«,2C/i,4C...C^,,=/i ,

and it is easily shown that

(1.17) V*Xn(',Sn,N)C/n,N+2.

(Again, see [Bral, Section Lb].) Elementary invariant theory [BG02, Section

1] shows that Jn/Jrn,n-4 and ¿?n/<fn,n-2 are one-dimensional, with genera-

tors given by the equivalence classes of A'"-2'/2/ and A"l2co respectively. In

particular, there is a constant a (which may a priori depend on am and n ) for
which

(1.18) Qn-aAt"-VI2j£Sn,n_4.

The conformai covariance relation for Y and its consequence (1.5) show that

(1.19) Varn(w,A("-2)/27)~A'!/2û; modulo fn,n-2-

By (1.15),

Var„(w, Qn) = P*co ~ An'2co modulo ^>n_2

in all dimensions am satisfying (1.6). This and (1.19) identify the constant a

in (1.18) as 1, completing the proof.        D

We can also write down the term in / Q„dv with the most derivatives. Note

that exact divergences, i.e., local scalar invariants in the range of the formal

adjoint 8 of the exterior derivative d, integrate to zero, and that it is precisely
the exact divergences that integrate to zero universally.

Corollary 1.6. Suppose n > 4. In the conformally flat case, if Q„ is as in
Theorem 1.1, then Qn ~ A^~2)l2J + ^\V^"-4^2J\2 modulo J^,„_6 + (<S?(a)n

c-'n,7i—4J ■

Proof. Invariant theory, Corollary 1.5, the Bianchi identity, and integration by

parts show that Q„ ~ A("~2)/27-l-è|V("~4)/27|2 , where b is a constant depending
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on am and n . But integrating by parts,

(d/de)\£=o í(\V^-4^2J\2dv)EW = 2 íco((A^-2^2J + B)dv)o ,
J J

where B £jrnn^4 . That b = (m-n)/2 now follows from (1.17) and Corollary

1.4.        D

Still more information about Q„ can be gleaned from (1.11), and this in-

formation is crucial to an understanding of how a study of the functional de-

terminant leads to the operators Pm . The problem that arises is to compute

a conformai primitive, or integral, of a level am local invariant U ; this is a

functional quantity £P on the conformai class [go] for which

r
(1.20) (d/de^o&w+er, = / n(Udv)w,       a\\co,n£ C°°(M).

As usual, the convention is that a quantity subscripted with co is evaluated

in the metric gw . Conformai primitives, when they exist, are unique up to

constant functional on [go], since they solve first-order initial value problems

in e when restricted to the curves gEU} for a fixed co. Qm enters because by

Corollary 1.5, it is the "leading term" of any such U up to a constant factor.

(Of course, A(m_2)/2/ could also be used as the leading term, but the conformai

behavior of Qm is much nicer.) In practice, the leading term is more difficult

to estimate than "trailing terms"; an instance is the problem from [BCY] in

dimension 4 mentioned above: the leading term corresponds to an exponential

class embedding L\^> eL, while the (sole) trailing term is estimated by the

ordinary borderline embedding L2 <-^> L4. When we try to solve (1.20) with

U = Qn , all is straightforward for am odd or am > n : by (1.9), we may take

¿P tobe (/ Qndv)/(m-n) if we are in a conformai class where P„ is formally

self-adjoint. When am = n , we get a solution ¿P by analytic continuation: after

division by ß in (1.12), we have

(1.21) j(P„°)o i^-p-) + (Qn)oeßw} (dv)o = (Qn)coe-ßw(dv)w.

In the proof of Corollary 1.4, we just evaluated this at am = n ; to get higher-

order (in ß ) information, we rewrite (1.21) as

(1.22)

(Qndv)w - (Qndv)0 = |(P„°)o (—^— J + (e** - l)(Pn)o (—ß—)

+(e2ß(a-I)(Qn)o\(dv)0.

Now we inject the assumption that (Pm)o is formally self-adjoint, so that upon

integration, we lose the first term on the right by Stokes' Theorem ( Pm having

the form 8S^_l ). Dividing (1.22) by 2ß = m - n , we have

/

(Qndv)co - (Qndv)p

m — n

=7{(^)<'M^M^M^-
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Evaluating at am = n , we get

J (QndvU-JQndv)o u = „  , J w{pm)^{dv)() + j a{Qm)o{dv)o .

m=n

We have not defined the class of meromorphic-in- am local invariants appropri-

ate to making this precise, but this will not be necessary. (The last analytic
continuation was not strictly legal, since we imposed a restriction on the con-
formal class before performing it.) What we shall need is the following, the

proof of which is immediate from (1.9) and (1.14):

Corollary 1.7. If m is odd or n < m, and P„ is formally self-adjoint at go , the

functional

^(m,n) : co h- (&>(m,n))w := (am - n)"1 [{(Qndv)w - (Q„dv)o}

is a conformai primitive for Q„ in the sense of (1.20), and vanishes at co = 0.

If am is even, and Pm is formally self-adjoint at go , the functional

(•^(m,m))<u = 5 / co((Pm)oCo)(dv)o + j co(Qmdv)o

o){(Qmdv)m + (Qmdv)o}

is a conformai primitive for Qm which vanishes at co = 0.

2.  CONFORMAL COVARIANCE ON THE SPHERE, AND THE SPHERICAL PRINCIPAL

SERIES OF   SO0(aM + 1,1)

Beckner [Bec] has pointed out that the meaning of Lieb's best constant for

the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality in Rm [Lie] is more apparent when

this inequality is transferred to the setting of the sphere Sm via stereographic

projection. After a suggestion of Bent Orsted, the present author pointed out

that these constants, together with other constants which arise when the in-

equalities are written in terms of spherical harmonics, are actually data from
the theory of spherical principal series representations of the semisimple Lie

group G = SOo(am + 1,1) (see [Bee, Sections 2,4]). Here the word "spherical"
just refers to the fact that these representations live in spaces of ordinary func-

tions, as opposed to vector bundle sections. (Properly understood, they live in

spaces of line bundle sections, but it is not necessary to view them in this light,

and we intend to offer a totally elementary workout of the theory.)

The starting point is the realization of G as (the identity component of)

the conformai transformation group of the sphere with its standard metric g.

In general, a conformai transformation on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a

diffeomorphism h on M with h-g = Q2hg, where 0 < Í2¿ £ C°°(M). Here h-

is the natural pushout of tensors by a diffeomorphism; in particular, h- = (h~x)*

on purely covariant tensors like g . The group of conformai transformations will

be called ctran(Af, g). The map AkQ^ carrying ctran(Af, g) to C°°(M)+

is a multiplier, or cocycle:

(2.1) Clhl0h2 = Qhi(hx-Qh2).
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The corresponding infinitesimal notion is that of conformai vector field. Let

3SX(M) be the C°°(M)-module of smooth vector fields, and let 3? denote the

Lie derivative. X £ 3!X(M) is conformai if S?xg = 2coxg for some cox £
C°°(M) ; we denote the Lie algebra of conformai vector fields by cvf(M, g).

The map X i-> cox carrying cvf(M, g) to C°°(M) is an infinitesimal cocycle:

(2.2) co[Xl ,x2] = Xxcox2 - X2cox¡ ■

The connection between the finite and infinitesimal notion is made by integrat-

ing conformai vector fields to local one-parameter groups of local conformai

transformations. The relation to conformai change of metric as treated in the

last section is as follows: a conformai transformation h can be thought of as a

composition

(2.3) h:(M,g)^(M,Ci2g)^(M,g)

of an isometry and a conformai change of metric. Thus a general conformai

covariant D ofbidegree (a,b) will have the behavior

D(Clahh-cp) = Ci»hh-(Dcp),

DL&x + acox)cp = (S?x + bcox)Dcp

under the transformations above.

On the sphere, all conformai vector fields integrate globally. Indeed, the con-

formal action of G on Sm resolves the singularities in the action of the con-
formal group on Rm : under stereographic projection, the action is transferred

to Sm , where the singular generator, inversion in the unit sphere, becomes re-

flection across an equator. To see the action concretely, we realize Sm as the

unit sphere S™ in Rm+1, with homogeneous coordinates y = (yo, ... , ym),

and also as Sj" x {1} c Rm+2 ; the "extra" component will be called ym+x .

If A £ G, we can take the linear action of A on (y, 1 ) and then divide by

(A(y, I))m+X > 0 to get a new element A >y of S™ x {1} . This action defines

an isomorphism

i : G 3 ctran(5"" , g).

From the Lie-theoretic viewpoint, G is the fundamental object, and the space

Sm arises as G/PmXn , where Pmin is a minimal parabolic subgroup. As one does

generally in semisimple theory, take a Cartan decomposition g = t + s on the

Lie algebra level, choose a maximal abelian Lie algebra a in s, and fix a positive

open Weyl chamber o+ in a*. Let G = KAN be the corresponding Iwasawa

decomposition, and let M be the centralizer {m £ K \ (Adm)H = H, all H £

a]. The minimal parabolic subgroup corresponding to our choices is P =

MAN. The Iwasawa decomposition gives an identification of the homogeneous

spaces G ¡MAN and K/M.
In our case, and in the notation above, K is the copy of SO(am + 1) that

acts in the (yo, ... ,ym) variables, and M is the copy of SO(am) that acts in

the (yx, ... , ym) variables. Here and in the rest of this section, we assume that

am > 2. The smooth action of G infinitesimalizes to a Lie algebra isomorphism

i : a ^ cwf(Sm , g).

In homogeneous coordinates on Rm+2, if e¡ = 1 for i = 0,... , m and em+x =

-1, i(q) is spanned by the Ly = e¡y¡dj -1.¡y¡di for 0 < i, j < m + 1, and the
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commutation relations are

¡ry    C\ [Llj    >   Ljk]   =   EjLjk    ,

[La , Lk¡] = 0 if i, j, k, I are distinct.

i(t) is spanned by the Ly with 0 < i, j < m . By (2.5), a is one-dimensional;

we make the choice o = RHo , where i(Hq) = Lo,m+i • As a result of this

choice, i(m) = span{L,7 | 1 < i', j < am} . We also need to pick a positive
Weyl chamber a* ; we do this by declaring the dual element a £ a*, i.e., the

one with a(Ho) = I, to be positive. To see the (g, a) root structure, note that

Liim+x+Loi (resp. Li,m+X-L0¡;) isa +1 (resp. -1 ) eigenvector of [L0,m+i , •]

for 1 < i < am . Thus there are two roots, ±a, with root spaces

9±a = i-1(span{L;;m+1 ±L0i | 1 < I < am}).

The Iwasawa n is the sum of the positive root spaces, here Qa ; its image

on = ñ under the Cartan involution 6 is just g_a . The multiplicity of a is

dimga = am , so the important quantity p, half the sum of the positive (g, a)

roots, is AMa/2.

A remark on normalizations is in order. From the Lie-theoretic point of

view, natural Riemannian metrics on homogeneous spaces of G, when they

exist, are determined by the Killing form Bg(X, Y) = -tr(adXadT). The
normalization

b = bse(p<q) = BS0{Pyq)/2(p + q-2)

of Killing forms in the so(p, q) series has several convenient effects: (a) b(X, Y)

= -\tri(X)i(Y) for I the defining representation of so(p, q); (b) for any

standard (block stabilization) inclusion so(p', q') ^> so(p, q), the restricted
and intrinsic forms b agree on the smaller algebra. If g = so (am + 1, 1) as

above, we also get: (c) \a\ = 1 in the corresponding inner product on g* ; (d)

the manifold K/M with the normalized Killing form metric is the standard

AM-sphere, which is distinguished by its scalar curvature am (am - 1). Indeed,

by [Bes, 7.39], the scalar curvature of K/M in the Bt metric is am/2 . Our

normalization divides the metric by 2(am - 1), and thus multiplies the scalar
curvature by 2 (am - 1), giving am (am - 1) as desired.

At this point, we are ready to set up the spherical principal series represen-
tations, at first in elementary differential geometric terms. It will be convenient
to have at our disposal, in addition to C°c(Sm), the smaller space f(5'm) of

functions which are finite sums of spherical harmonics on 5'm . Like C°° (Sm )

functions, i?(Sm) is dense in any Sobolev space, and so its use will not cause

problems later, when we close in Sobolev norms determined by the representa-

tion theory. In representation theoretic terms, ¡Ê?(Sm) is the space of K-finite

vectors.
By the cocycle conditions (2.1, 2.2), the maps

uv(h) = tfh^h-, Uv(X) = X + (v + ^)cox

for v £ C, are homomorphisms

(2.6)        ctran(5"" , g) ^ Aut C°°(Sm),        cvf(Sm , g) S End Cao(Sm),

in the group and Lie algebra senses respectively.
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Remark 2.1. The extra summand of am/2 above is the customary "/A-shift":

it follows from the last paragraph that an isometric and positivity preserving

identification of o* with R identifies p with am/2 . We put in the /?-shift for

ease of contact with the Lie theoretic literature, but its use is just a convention.

Note that since t(K) and i(t) consist of isometric transformations and vector
fields respectively,

QA = 1,     h£i(K);        cox = 0,     X£i(t);

thus uv|k and Uv\t are independent of v . We shall now show that the in-

finitesimal maps U„(X) stabilize W(Sm).

Lemma 2.2. Let E¡ be the space of j—-order spherical harmonics on Sm . i(K)

and i(t) stabilize each E¡ , and

coxEj , XEj c Ej-i ®Ej+x ,        X £ i(s),

where by convention, E-X = 0. In particular, Uv is a Lie algebra homomor-
phismfrom cvf(Sm, g) to End g(Sm).

Proof. i(K) is the rotation group of Sm , and thus stabilizes each E¡ . The

assertions about s are immediate once we note that in homogeneous coordi-

nates (y0, ... , ym) on Sm c Mm+1 , L¿,m+i = dy¡ ; and that wL|n+1 is the

homogeneous coordinate function y, , for 0 < / < am .        D

Of course, the treatment just above is a very special case of a standard setup

in semisimple Lie theory. In the general semisimple setting, and in the notation

above, we can view C°°(K/M) as the space of right- M -fixed vectors in C°°(K),

C°°(K/M) ~K {cp £ C°°(K) | tp(km) = cp(k), a\\k£K,m£M}.

Let P = Pmin = MAN. When we switch to the G/P realization of K/M, we

can choose the effect of A in the corresponding right equivariance rule:

C°°(G/P) ~K C°°(Ind£ 1 ® k ® 1)

= {y £ C°°(G) | y/(xman) = a~x-Pip(x),

all x£G,m£M,a£A,n£ N}.

Here, for k £ a*, we define a1 as ek(Xo%a), using the fact that the exponential

map is a diffeomorphism from a to A . The notation Ind£ 1 <g> k ® 1 indicates

that we induce, from P to G, the representation that acts trivially on M and

N, and by an a~x~p on A. G and g act on these spaces of equivariant

functions via left multiplication to give homomorphisms

XxfÔ-* Aut C°°(G/P),        nx : g -► EndC°°(G/P),
the second of which is the infinitesimal form of the first. The point is that when

everything is unraveled, the homomorphisms «„ of (2.6) are exactly the nva ,

and similarly with U ,YI in place of u, n . To be more precise, if we use the

letter j for the identification G/P -> Sm , then

n»a(x)(foj) = jouu(i(x))f,        x£G, f£C°°(Sm).

We shall now do our work entirely in the elementary differential geometric

setting, and suppress the identifications / and j in the notation.

We shall need some results that imply the uniqueness of intertwining oper-

ators; these are closely related to results on irreducibility, which we shall also

state and prove. The driving result is the following. Let u be the v-independent

AT-representation uv .
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Lemma 2.3 (Cocycle irreducibility). For all jeN,

(2.7) Pr°)£,±1 oj(s)Ej = Ej±x ,

where co(s) := {cox \ X £ s}. As a result, the orbit cf(f) of any nonzero

f £ Ej, for any j £ N, under the joint action of u(K) and co(s), is %(Sm). In

particular, ^(Sm) has no nontrivial invariant subspace under this joint action.

Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.2, if {Xi}™=0 is any orthonormal basis of s,

m

(2.8) E< = 1-

(This sum is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis, and is the sum of

squares of the homogeneous coordinate functions for the choice made above.)

For each j £ N, put

m

tf = 5>roj£j cox, Proj£j±i cox,\Ej.
¡=o

The sum on the right is a AT-endomorphism of Ej , and so is a scalar by Schur's

Lemma. By (2.8), tj + tj = 1. By the trace identity trab = trba,

(dimEj)tj = (dimEj+x)tJ+l ,        j £ N.

This allows us to compute the tf inductively: since t£ = 1 and

dimEj+x _ (am+ 7- 1)(am + 2; + 1)

dimis, (j + l)(m + 2j - \)

we get
AM + /' - 1 7

i      m + 2j - 1 ' i '   m + 2j -I'

In particular, all of these numbers except t^ are nonzero. Thus Proj£±| co(s)Ej

is nonzero unless 7 — 0 and the minus sign is chosen. But X®<p <-> Proj£ ±1 coxtp

is an SO (am) map s <g> E¡- —> E¡±x , so Schur's Lemma gives (2.7).

For the statements about cf(f), first note that since SO(am) is transitive on

Ej , c?(f) D Ej . By (2.7), cf(f) D E,-X ® Ej ® Ej+X ; by induction (9(f) =
£?(Sm). The Ej are SO(AM)-invariant, so any invariant subspace is of the form

V = 0jeB Ej for some subset B of the natural numbers N. If V / 0, it has

a nonzero / in some E¡ as above, forcing it to be 8?(Sm).       O

The results we need really amount to irreducibility under some of the (u(K),

Uu(s)). The above lemma replaces a generic irreducibility theorem of Bruhat

[Bru], which implies irreducibility off a set of measure 0 in the a£ parameter.

In our setting, all reducibility questions are settled by the cocycle co, since in

a certain sense all the representations Uv can be written in terms of co. We

make this precise in the following.

Lemma 2.4. If A is the Laplacian on Sm , then

[A,p(cox)] = 2Uo(X),        X£s.

Proof. We need only prove this for the basis elements X = L,-,m+i , 0 < i < m .

By symmetry ( AT-invariance and irreducibility of s under K ), we need only
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treat Z = Lo, m+1 •  For this, introduce the azimuthal angular coordinate p,

i.e., that with

cos p = y0 = coz ■

Since Z = (sinp)dp , we have

dy0 = -A ,

where b is the metric identification TSm —► T*Sm . But

(2.9) [A, p(yo)] = Ayo - 2i(dy0)d = Ay0 + 2i(Z)d = Ay0 + 2Z ,

where i is interior multiplication. Since yo € Ex and

(2.10) A\Ej = Kj = j(m -\+j),

Ay0 = AMyo , so [A, //(yo)] = 2Z + myo = 2t/0(Z), as desired.       D

Corollary 2.5. //leg,

_,    .        ., ,„., AM + 2j + 2v _,    .
Proj£    Uv(X)\Ej =-í-Proj£    cox\e, ,

(2.11) \ .    „     „
n rr/vVi -m-2] + 2 + 2v .
Proj^, t/„ W|£j =-^-Pl°J£>-i w*k •

If m + 2j + 2v ¿0, then Pto)Ej+i Uv(s)Ej = Ej+X . If m + 2; - 2 - 2v ¿ 0,

í/zen Proj£ _¡ Uv(s)Ej = Ej-\ .

Proof. If X £ 6, all terms in (2.11) vanish, so we may assume X £ s. Then

(2.11) follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, together with the fact that Kj+X -Kj =
AM + 2j . D

Corollary 2.6 (Irreducibility). If ±v <£ am/2 + N, the assertions of Lemma 2.3

hold with (u(K), Uv(s)) in place of (u(K), co(s)).

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.5, once we note that the 0 coefficient

there when v = (m- 2)/2 describes a map from Eo to E^x . D

The u^zt[x for A e M are called the unitary principal series, and the uv for

v £ R, \v\< am/2 are the complementary series. In the course of computing the

intertwining operators for the principal series, we shall be able to explain how
this terminology came about (Remark 2.9 below). More importantly, we shall

make contact with the Sm realizations of the conformally covariant operators

Pn , and with Lieb's best constant for the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality.

Definition 2.7. A linear operator T on ^(Sm) is intertwining of"bidegree (v, a)

£ C2 if T commutes with u(K), and TUV(X) = Ua(X)T for all X £ s.

Intertwining in this (g, K) -module sense is equivalent to intertwining in an

appropriately formulated group sense; for us, this will be easiest to see from

the concrete form of the intertwinors. Note that a conformally covariant dif-

ferential operator in the sense of (1.2, 1.3), when evaluated in the standard

Sm , is intertwining of bidegree (a - y , b - y). Schur's Lemma, together with

the fact that the Ej are inequivalent irreducible A%modules, shows that each

intertwinor T is diagonalized by the decomposition %?(Sm) = ($E¡ . That is,

we can identify T with a list of eigenvalues p}■ £ C,  T\Ej = p¡ ■  Corollary
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2.5 shows that we can construct a T of bidegree (a, u) by finding a list {pj}

satisfying

(2 n) (m + 2; + 2u)pj+x = (m + 2j + 2o)pj ,

(-am - 2/ + 2 + 2v)pj_x = (-am - 2; + 2 + 2o)pj .

Apart from trivialities, there is no such list unless the consistency constraint

a = -v is satisfied. When —v fi y + N, however, there is a unique such list

(up to a constant factor) giving an intertwinor of bidegree (—v, v), that being

(2 13) ¿ = T^ + J + ^

If v £ y + N, this formula is to be interpreted in the sense of analytic contin-

uation; that is, p) = 0 if v £ f + j + N . By (2.10),

where

(2.14)

Note that

(2.15)

We can now state

V

B

V(B + u + A)

Y(B-u + \)

f+im

B\ej =J +
AM - 1

Theorem 2.8. (a) Aside from multiples of the identity, all intertwinors have bide-

gree (-u, u) for some v £ C. If —v ^ y + N, the operator

A2v := T(B + v+ X2)/T(B -v4-\)

is the unique intertwinor of bidegree (-v ,v), up to a constant factor. If v <£

y + N, the operator

Mv :=
T(f - v)T(B + v + \)

T(f + v)T(B - v + \)

is the unique such intertwinor, up to a constant factor.

(b) If -v £ y + N, then Ä2V is a finite rank operator on %(Sm). For

-v £ R\(y + N), A2v extends to a bounded operator of loss 2v between

Sobolev classes; that is Alv : L\(Sm) ■* L2k_2v(Sm) for all k e R. Denoting

the space of operators with loss I by 4//(5'm), we have that A2V lies in the coset
A" + V2„-i(Sm) £ ^2ÁSm)l^2u-i(Sm) ■

(c)For -v eR\(f +

(2.16) A2vu-V(h)

\), A2v is G intertwining:

uv(h)A2v   onC00(Sm)forall   h £ G.

The same statement holds for Ä2V if v £ R \ (y + N).
(d) For -v £ R \ (y + N), A2V is symmetric: if cp¡ is in the Sobolev class

Ll(Sm), i = 1,2, with kx + k2 = 2v, then (cpx , Alv<P2) = (A-2v<P\ , <P2), where

(•, •) is the extension of the (sesquilinear) L2 inner product to a pairing of C°°

functions with distributions. The same is true of Ä2V if v £R\(^- + K).
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(e) If v £ R and \v\< m/2, then A2V is a positive operator: if cp £ Ll(Sm),

then (A2v<p, <p) > 0, with equality if and only if cp = 0.
(f) If (am, n) and Pn are as in Theorem 1.1, then on Sm with its standard

metric go ,

n/2ni¿ T-v m+n \

(Pn)o = An = Y[{(B + a- \)(B -a + \)},        (Qn)0 = r,„_2„+2, •
o=l l[      2      )

In particular, (Qm)o = T(m). As a result, if co £ C°°(Sm), then in the metric

(Pn)w = e-^Anp(em^<»).

gw = elwgo

If n^m,

(   Y(m±IL) pßoi _ 1   ,

(Qr,dv)w = eß« { -S f A„ e—^ \ (dv)o ,
r(m=p¿)    "   ß

where ß = (am - ai)/2; and

(Qmdv)w = (Amco + (Qm)o)(dv)o.

Proof, (a) is immediate from (2.15) and the discussion above. Note that A2v

and Ä2v agree (are nonzero constant multiples of one another) where both are

defined. If -v £ f + N, the factor Y(B + v + |)/r(f + v) in Ä2v annihilates
Ej for j > -v - y + 1 ; this proves the finite rank assertion. By (2.10), any

operator T with T\Ej = kj ~ const-7á as j —► oo extends to a bounded operator

L\ -» L\_s for all k £ R. But by Stirling's formula, p) ~ j2v + cj2v~x for

some constant c ; this proves the rest of (b). (c) is proved formally, on a dense

set of h £ G, by computing that

(d/de){ul/(h-E)A2„u^l,(h£)} = 0

as a consequence of the g intertwining relation, where hE is a local one-

parameter group in G. By part (b), this calculation makes sense in a space

of bounded operators between appropriate Sobolev spaces and gives (2.16) as

an operator identity; by the Sobolev Lemma, (2.16) is true in the elementary

sense. The same argument works for the finite rank operators in part (b). (d)

is true formally because the eigenvalues of A2u and Ä2v are real; the orders of

the Sobolev spaces involved are computed from (b). (e) is immediate from the

eigenvalue list (2.13).
For (f), first note that by (2.4) and Remark 2.1, (Pn)o must be intertwin-

ing of bidegree (-n/2, n/2) on (Sm, go) ■ Indeed, by universality, Pn is K

intertwining; by the infinitesimal conformai covariance relation applied to the

functions cox , X £ cwf(Sm, go), Pn must be g intertwining. Since An is

the only intertwinor of bidegree (—n/2, n/2) with the correct leading symbol

(that of A"I2 ), it follows that (Pn)0 = An . The formula for (Pn)0 = An now

follows from part (a), and the formula for (P„)a follows from conformai co-

variance. The formulas for Q„ are derived by applying those for P„ to the

constant function 1, except when n = m . The formula for Qm follows from

(1.14).        D

Remark 2.9. It is easily seen that the u^=jÁ for k £ R are unitary in the

L2 inner product; these representations make up the unitary principal series
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mentioned before, but will not be of direct interest to us. The inner product

(•, A2v') is invariant for u_„ whenever — v £ M\(y+N), and is positive definite

if and only if \v\ < am/2 . In fact, Theorem 2.8 shows that if v £ (-am/2 , am/2) ,

the norm corresponding to the inner product (•, A2v-) defines the Sobolev class

L2 . The (L2(Sm), w_„) for v £ (-am/2, am/2) are the complementary series

mentioned above; they are directly involved in what follows.

3.  CONFORMAL COVARIANCE ON  Rm , AND THE INEQUALITIES OF

LlEB AND BECKNER

In the last section, we established an intertwining property, equivalent to

covariance under multiplication of the metric by some special conformai factors,
for the operators

Alv£AvSm+^2v-x(Sm),        -vi^+n,

where ^¿(Sm) is the space of operators of loss d described in Theorem 2.8(b).

The operators Pn of Theorem 1.1, when evaluated on Sm , are special cases. In

this section, we shall use stereographic projection to view the intertwinors A2v

on Rm with its standard metric. Not surprisingly, they turn out to be exactly

the operators A^„ . For the complementary series range of v , viz. \v\ < am/2 ,

these operators are given by integral kernels; in fact exactly those integral kernels

estimated by the Lieb inequalities. This circumstance allowed Beckner to give

a simple expression for these inequalities on Sm, using facts about spherical

harmonics and Gegenbauer polynomials. Here we shall give an explanation that

does not depend on these technical devices, but only on group invariance.

For ease of comparison, we follow Beckner's notation for the time being.

Accordingly, let del be the normalized measure on the standard sphere, so that
JSm d£ = 1. We view Sm as the unit sphere in a copy of Rm+X with coordinate

function c; = (u, s) £Rm xR. Our convention for the stereographic projection

will be as follows: we identify Rm , whose coordinate will be called x , with the

complement Sm \ (0, -1 ) of the south pole via

u 2x 1 A
x =-,     u = -.- ,    s =-- := cos/a,     a:=\u\ = sin/?.

1+5 l+r2 I+r2 '  '

Here r = \x\, and p is the azimuthal angle mentioned in the proof of Lemma
2.4. The standard metrics are related by

(3.1) g^=&gS»,        <S>=x2(\+r2) = J^-s.

If dQ is the usual, unnormalized Riemannian measure on Sm , (3.1) implies

that
r2-

where

dx={l+f)   dï=(^f)   vmdt,

2n^       (47T)?r(f)
vm =

r(™±i)   '   t(am)

is the volume of (Sm ,</{').

The stereographic projection, like the intertwining principle of the last sec-

tion, is a special case of a general setup in semisimple theory. Let N = exp ñ,
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and let o be the identity coset in G/MAN. There is a natural diffeomorphic

injection A7 —► G/MAN, given by n i-> ñ - o . In our situation, N is naturally

identified with Rm, and as shown in the last section, G/MAN is naturally

Sm . We omit the details of this approach, noting only its potential usefulness

in future applications to, for example, CR geometry (replacing SOo(am + 1,1)

by SU(am + 1, 1)).
One of the convenient aspects of having both the Sm and Rm pictures is

that conformai covariance of a pseudo-differential operator T is easy to check,

given some explicit formula for T. The full conformai group O (am + 1, 1) of

the sphere, when realized in the Rm picture, is generated by the group O(am)

of origin-fixing isometries, the translation group Mm , the dilations 8C : x >-> ex

for 0 < c £ R, and the inversion in the unit sphere, Q : x —► x/r2. The

inversion is singular at x = 0 ; this is the reason why one must compactify to

get an "honest" group action. In the Sm picture, Q : (u, s) i-* (u, -s) is an

isometry. This gives rise to the following useful principle:

Proposition 3.1. Suppose S (resp. T) is a linear transformation on Cco(Sm)

(resp. C°°(Rm) ), with

(3.2) T = <l>-bSp(W)

for some a, b £ C, where <I> is as in (3.1). If S is isometry invariant on Sm,

T is isometry invariant on Rm, and the dilational behavior of T is

(3.3) T(8c-f) = ca~b8c-(Tf)

for all c > 0 and f £ Cco(Rm), then S is intertwining of bidegree (a-m/2, b-

am/2) on Sm, and

(3.4) T(r-2aQ-f) = r~2bQ.(Tf)

for all f£C™(Rm).

The proof is based on the following observation:

Lemma 3.2. Let g and g = <¡>2g be conformally related metrics on a manifold

M, 0<<D<E C°°(Af). If h ectran(Af, g), h-g = Q2hg, then h £ ctran(M, g)

and h- g = Ë?hg with $>Eh = (h • <^)íí/, . Fix h £ ctran(Af, g) = ctran(M, g ) ;
suppose that S is a linear transformation on Cca(M) with the intertwining

property

S(Qahh ■ cp) = Cibhh ■ (Scp),        allcp£ C°°(M)

for some a, b £ C; and let T = <t>~bSp(<S>a). Then T has the intertwining

property

T(E%h ■ f) = Ebh ■ (Tf),        allf£ C°°(M).

Proof. This is immediate from the identities h • (cp\p) = (h • cp)(h • y/) for
all cp, y/ £ C°°(M), and h • <DÛ = (h • <D)a for all 0 < O e C°°(M) and
a£C.       a

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We apply the lemma in the case where g = gs>» and

g = gRm . Because of the singularity of the inversion ß on R™, the man-

ifold M can be taken to be Sm minus at most two points, or conformally

equivalently, Rm minus at most one point, the puncture sets depending on the

conformai transformation considered.  The proposition follows from the fact
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that the conformai transformations are generated by the isometries on Rm and

Sm , together with the dilations on Rm, once we note that (3.3) is the con-

formal covariance relation for dilations ( Egc = c ), and (3.4) is the conformai

covariance relation for Q ( Eq = r~2 ).       D

Consider now the convolution operators r~(m~2"h on Rm for v £ (0, am/2];

in detail,

,r-tm-2v) ; f^y) = j j-,x)Xx _ y\-(m-2v)dXt
Jr™

r-(m-2i/)# can |je naturally viewed as a bounded operator from Lp(Rm) to its

dual Lq(Rm), where p = 2m/(m + 2v) and q = 2m/(m - 2v). We would

also like to view r~(m~2,/)* as an operator between L2 Sobolev spaces, and

make contact with the theory of the principal series. The philosophy is that up
to a constant factor, r_(m_2i/)* is an inverse for Av ; we shall not develop this

thinking precisely, but rather move to the compact setting of the sphere, where

all is straightforward. The numbers p,q,v are related by the commutative

diagram (3.5), in which the maps i are borderline Sobolev embeddings, and

the map on the right is bounded as a consequence of the boundedness of the

other three maps. The norms on all spaces are conformally invariant; on the top

line, in the representation u-v , and on the bottom line, in the representation

uv . For the L2 Sobolev spaces, this is a consequence of Remark 2.9; for LP

and Lq , it follows upon a change of variable once we notice that h-dÇ = £l™dC

for h £ ctran(5,m , g).

L2(Sm)   —±-* L«(Sm)

(3.5) Î^-2^ ¿-2v

L2_v(Sm) i- LP(Sm)
i

Using hard analytic symmetrization arguments, Lieb showed that:

Theorem 3.3 [Lie]. If v £ (0, am/2],

ur-(m-2v) ^ f    „\i
max      -1, r.   '—~

is attained exactly at

(3.6) [f] = [g] = [Zf2+"h-<S>-(->"/2^],

where h is a conformai transformation on (Rm , g) as above (i.e., h may have

a point singularity), and h • g = E\g . Here PLp(Rm) is the projective space

on Lp(Rm), [•] is the projective equivalence class, and (•, •) is the pairing of
L"(Rm , dx) and LP(Rm , dx).

In particular, the maximum is attained at

f = g = (I + r2)-^2^.

In the Q, S notation of Lemma 3.2, again taking g = gsm , g = gRm , we can

rewrite (3.6) as

(3.7) [/] = [g] = mh/d>r/2^].
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Consider the correspondences

/Ä9> = (D'"/2+V,        k^K = ^m'2-vk

between measurable functions f, k on Rm and cp, k on Sm . Since dx =
<$>mdiV = vm<t>md£,,

II f\\ ^/P II      II
\\J\\IJ>(W",dx) — vm   II<P\\LP{Sm,di) >

/   k(x)f(x)dx = vm       K(£,)cp(£,)dt;.
JEm JSm

To transfer Lieb's inequality, we need to write the operator r~(m~2vX* in the

spherical setting. Now the distance between t\, n £ Sm in the ambient Rm+1

is

\Ç-n\2 = {<ï>(x)<!>(y)}-x\x-y\2,

where £ corresponds to x and a? to y under the stereographic projection. To

make contact with Lemma 3.2, let T = r~(m-2l/'* ; then

(Tf)(y) = (T(W-m/2tp))(n)

= vm I <^(t:Y-mi2f(c:)m^(n))-(mi2-^\c:-n\-(m-2^<i>(Qmdi
Jsm

= vm®(n)-{m/2-u) /   (p(c;)\c;-n\-im-2u)dcl
Jsm

:=0(a7)-(-/2-1')(^)(a/).

T and S are manifestly isometry invariant on Rm and Sm respectively. By

translation invariance, the dilational behavior of T can be detected at a single

point:

(T(Sc-f))(0)= [   f(c-xx)\x\-^-2v^dx= Í  f(y)(c\y\)~^-2^cmdy
JW" Jw"

= c2v(Tf)(Q),

so T(8C • f) = c2v8c • (Tf). Thus by Proposition 3.1, S is intertwining of

bidegree (v, -v). By the uniqueness result Theorem 2.8(a), we must have

Y(f - v)Y(B + v + ±)

for some nonzero constant b. In fact, since S and Ä_2v are both nonnegative,

b > 0. Putting all this together, we get

\(Ä-2uf,W)(Sm,di)\  = &_lu2r/Wl<f"(,""2'/)*/.g)(R-,^)l   t

\W\\lp(S'<<)\W\\lp{S"<) \\f\\LP(Wm ,dx)\\g\\u(%m ,dx)

where / «-» cp and g £> y/ as above. Thus we can conclude:

Theorem 3.4 [Bee]. Ifue(0, am/2] ,

\(Ä-2v<P,   V)tSmidt)\
max

rLP(S™,di) \\(P\\lp(S<» ,dl;)\\W\\LP(S'>> ,di)
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¿s attained exactly for

[cp] = [W] = [Q^,2+v],        h £ ctranOS"1, g).       D

In particular, one of the extremal functions is 1, so the maximum value is

1. The endpoint v = 0, missing in Lieb's theorem, can be restored here: for

v = 0, p = 2 and Ä2v is the identity, so the functional is maximized whenever

[cp] = [y/]. This is a qualitative difference from the situation for v £ (0, am/2] ,

where there is a finite-parameter set of minimizers.

It has turned out that an inequality dual to Theorem 3.4, as well as a gener-

alized Moser-Trudinger inequality obtained by taking the dual of an endpoint

derivative of Theorem 3.4, are crucial to the estimation of functional determi-

nants of natural differential operators on S2 and S4 [On, OPS1-2, B03, BCY].
The above inequalities were derived in detail to show the power of the present

group-invariance machinery, which replaces Beckner's use of technical devices

like Gegenbauer polynomials and the Funk-Hecke formula. For the following

inequalities, we refer to Beckner's arguments deriving them from Theorem 3.4.

The geometric interpretations included in our statements of Corollaries 3.6 and
3.8 below are partially indicated in [Bee].

Theorem 3.5 (The Sobolev embedding L2 «-* L**ll*-*')  [Bee]). // v £ [0,

am/2) , with notation as above,

^.^ \(A2vk , k){S„tjg\
min

VL«(S" ,di) \\K\\L<l(S'n,d()\\k\\mS'«,d()

is attained exactly for

[ac] = [k] = [Clf2'"],        h £ ctran(5m , g).       D

Corollary 3.6. (a) If v < am/2 is a positive integer and n = 2v,

\\k\\l2>»Hi>'-«)(S'» ,di) —  Y(m+n) (^"K ' K)L2(Sm,d()

= (ß(Qn)0)~\(Pn)0K , K)L2{Sm>di) ,

with equality if and only if [ac] = [Q^], h £ ctran(5w , g), where ß = (m-n)/2.

(b) If (am , n) is as in part (a),

i(Qn)<û\X\Lmt*CSm ,(dÇ)a)

is minimized exactly when [ea] = [Cln],  h £ ctran(Sm, g).   Here (dÇ)a, =

(dv)w/vm , where (dv)m is the Riemannian measure of the metric e2wg.

Proof of Corollary 3.6. The transition from Theorem 3.5 to part (a) is made via

Theorem 2.8. Part (b) can then be proved by an argument of Paul Yang. Let

c = ß(Qn)o , q = m/ß = 2am/(am - n), f = eßca, and T = (/>„% ; then

TfT + c

by Holder's inequality. Here || • \\p is the norm in LP(Sm, d£). Since »

-\\f\\2q< i  f(T + c)fdtl<\\f2\\ql2
Jsm

Holder's in

II/2 Hi/2 , this is the desired result.        D

4/(9-2)

linn*   II f\\
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Corollary 3.6 gives an interpretation of the Sobolev embedding L2/2 «-»

¿2m/(m-n) m terms of local invariants which is similar to the interpretation

of the Yamabe functional in terms of the total scalar curvature.

Theorem 3.7 (The embedding L2m,2 <-* eL  [Bee]). Let co = JSm code;  be the

mean value of co £ C°°(Sm). Then

(3.8) log /  e^-Vdt < y^-rdPmOo, co)LHS^d() ,
JSm \    )

with equality if and only if

(3.10) (ßm)olog /   em«dc; < % f   to^dt)» + (QmdÇ)o},
Jsm ¿ Jsm

(3.9) [e°>\ = [Qh],        h£ctran(Sm,g).       D

Corollary 3.8.

with equality if and only if (3.9) holds. Under the volume-preservation restriction

¡Sm(dÇ)w= 1,

(3.11) °<?/   a>{(QmdZ)w + (Qmdt)o},
L Jsm

with equality if and only if ew = Clh for some h £ ctran(5,"î, g).

Note that the invariance of the right side of (3.8) under scaling (co ^ co +
const ) follows from the fact that Pm is formally self-adjoint and annihilates

constants in the conformally flat case.

Proof of Corollary 3.8. We use (1.14) to write (3.8) in the form

(Qm)o (log/m em0}dÇ - me>\< j ||m co(Qmdv)wd£, - (ßM)0fi)} ,

with equality if and only if (3.9) holds. This is equivalent to

(ßm)olog/   emcüdC<?¡- [  co{(QmdZ)w + (QmdZ)o},
Jsm z Jsm

with equality if and only if (3.9) holds. Since $Sm(d£,)w = Jgm emo}dÇ, we get

(3.11) for volume 1 conformai metrics. To see when equality holds in (3.11),

we just have to note that metrics corresponding to ew = Q/, have volume 1 :

/ Q?</i= / h-dt= [ rfi=l.      D
Jsm Jsm Jsm

4. The conformal index and the generalized Polyakov formula

Return now to the setting of Section 1, where (M, g) is a Riemannian

manifold of dimension am , possibly with spin structure (and thus a Clifford

section y ). We would like to study the functional determinants of some natural

differential operators A. For convenience, we separate the different kinds of

assumptions needed for different parts of the theory.
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Analytic assumptions 4.1. Let A be a differential operator of positive order on

sections of a tensor-spinor bundle V over M. Suppose that A is formally self-

adjoint and has positive definite leading symbol oXe&á(A) ; that is, oXeí¿(A)(x, <*)

¿j positive definite in End Vx for all x £ M and 0 # £, £ T*M.

Remark 4.2. The assumptions on the leading symbol make sense because tensor-

spinor bundles over a Riemannian manifold come equipped with Riemannian

vector bundle structures. A is, in particular, elliptic. Since cjXead(A)(x, —£) =

(-I)oldAo-Xead(A)(x, Ç), the assumption of positive definite leading symbol

forces the order of A to be even. We shall fix the notation 21 = 2£[A] > 0 for

ord^.

Under the analytic assumptions 4.1, we can write down the heat kernel trace

expansion, and define the zeta function and functional determinant. Let /

denote an indeterminate element of C°°(M) ; the heat expansion is

(4.1) TrL2fexp(-tA)~Yian(f,A)^-my2e,        rj 0.

n=0

(See, e.g., [G4].) Here

Jm
a„(f,A)= [ fUn[A]dv,

Jm

where Un [A] is locally computable from the symbol of A in local coordinates;

Un[A] is polynomial in the total symbol, with coefficients that are smooth in the

leading symbol. The invariants U„ vanish for n odd. The auxiliary function

/ is a useful device for holding onto divergence terms in the heat coefficients;

these disappear from view (by Stokes' Theorem) if we only consider an[A] :=

a„(I, A) = J U„[A]. We could also keep track of the endomorphism-valued

invariants in the heat kernel expansion by allowing / to be valued in End V,

but this will not be useful for our purposes.

The heat operator trace can also be written in terms of the spectrum of A.

Under the analytic assumptions 4.1, A has real eigenvalue spectrum ko < kx <

... Î oo . A may have finitely many negative and zero eigenvalues. The zeta

function associated to A is

us) = E for-
X ¿0

Us) is well-defined and holomorphic for large Res.   Let q[A] denote the

multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of A. Then by the heat expansion (4.1),

\4.Z)
N

^2 e-W = -q[A] + 2J2 sinh(tkj) + ̂ a„M](("-m»/2' + o(¿lf-m+2V2t)
Xj¿0 Xj<0 «=0

N
= J2 ä„[A]fn-^'2e + 0(6N-m+xi'21),

n=0

where
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än[A]

(an[A]-q[A],     n = m,

a„[A] + 2^2tf/k\,     n = m + 2l(\ + 2k), iteN,
Xj<0

, a„[A]   otherwise.

(á„[^] might not vanish for some odd aa , but this can only happen if am is

odd.) Applying the Mellin transform, we get a meromorphic continuation of

Us) to C:

+ [l ts-xo(t(N-m+x)'2e)dt+ /"r'Ve-'W^  ,

Jo Jx fa )
where 0(t^N~m+l^2t) is the error term from (4.2). In particular, Us) is regular

at 5 = 0, and we can define the functional determinant of A by

del A := (-l)#{^<0}exp(-C7.(0)).

Before going further, we need to restrict to natural operators.

Naturality assumptions 4.3. A is natural in the sense of Section 1, with coef-

ficients that depend rationally on the dimension m. (In particular, A might

not exist for a finite set Wa c Z+ of dimensions.) With respect to uniform di-
lations of the metric, A has homogeneity degree - ord A, in the sense that if

0 < a £ R and g = a2g, and (if spin structure is involved) y = a~xy, then

Ä = a~2eA. Furthermore, A satisfies the analytic assumptions 4.1 categorically:

the realization of A on any Riemannian manifold M for m £ §¿ satisfies 4.1.

Remark 4.4. By Weyl's invariant theory, the heat invariants U„ of any A satis-

fying the naturality assumptions 4.3 must be local scalar invariants in the sense

of Section 1. Furthermore, under the above scaling, they must satisfy

(4.3) Dn=a-"Un,

by the heat expansion and the formula

exp(-t(a~2eA)) = exp(-(a-2et)A).

Recall from Section 1 that a local scalar invariant satisfying (4.3) has level n .

The same terminology can be applied to natural scalar differential operators

scaling as in (4.3). It is straightforward to show that we may measure the level

via a "derivative count" as follows: If U is a level n monomial local invariant

or monomial natural differential operator, of degree (kR , acv) in (/?, V), then

2kR + /cv = n.

(Occurrences of g, g", y do not affect the level.) Our homogeneity assumption

on A just says that A has a consistent level, equal to its order 21. Thus oXt3ld(A)

is polynomial in g, g^, y ; that is, no higher jets of these object are involved in

the leading symbol. We also get that the section <7lead of {^>yn\m(T*M)®21) ®

EndV representing the leading symbol is parallel (annihilated by V), since

g,g%,y are.
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Remark 4.5. It is important to note that the functional determinant is not in-

variant under uniform dilation (scaling) of the metric. Suppose, as above, that

g = a2g for 0 < a £ R, and if applicable, y = a~xy. Then

(4.4) Ci(0) = ÇA (0),        det À = oT21^ det A.

That is, the quantity ¿7i(0) is scale-invariant, and the functional determinant

has a scale homogeneity that depends on ÇA (0). Thus the functional

3f(A, g) = (vo!g)2e^°^mdetA

is a scale invariant "version" of the determinant. An added advantage of

2>'(A, g) is that, like Ca(0) and the determinant, it is a spectral invariant,

since i[A\ and vol g are. (vol g = cao[A], where c is a nonzero constant de-

pending only on <7iead[^] ■) We emphasize, however, that there is no reason to

expect det A or 3¡(A, g) to be the integral of a local expression, as is an[A].

We shall now impose some additional conformai assumptions.

Conformai assumptions 4.6. A is a positive integral power of a natural differ-

ential operator D, A = Dh, with h independent of m, and D conformally

covariant in the sense of 1.2, with a conformai bidegree (a, b) = (a(m), b(m))

that is rational in m .

Remark 4.7. We do not assume that A itself is conformally covariant, or that
D has positive definite leading symbol. Working in this generality allows to

handle, for example, the square y 2 of the Dirac operator. Under 4.6 and the

scale homogeneity assumptions of 4.3, the conformai bidegree of D is forced

to take the form (a, a + 2i/h).
An extremely important property from our point of view is a generalization

of the scale-invariance property (4.4) to pointwise, or conformai scaling. This

property is heavily dependent on the conformai assumptions 4.6. Following

[B01], we call this a conformai index property.

Conformai Index Theorem 4.8 [B01]. Let M be an m-dimensional compact

manifold, and suppose that A satisfies 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, with m £ Wa ■ Then the

quantities q[A], #{kj < 0}, am[A], and G(0) are constant on each conformai

class [go] = {e2cogo \ co £ C°°(M)} of Riemannian metrics on M.

Proof. Since oXea¿(A) = cjXead(D)h, D is elliptic, and thus has pure eigenvalue

spectrum; as a result, jV(A) = ¿^(D). q[A] = dimjV(D) is conformally

invariant because cp i-> eawcp is a bijection of J¥(Do) onto JV(DW). The

conformai invariance of #{A, < 0} follows from, e.g., [Bl, Proposition 1], using

the just mentioned explicit knowledge of the motion of the 0 eigenspace under

variation of co. Since U®) — am[A] - q[A], we just need to show that am[A]

is conformally invariant.
For this, choose co £ C°°(M), and consider the conformai curve of metrics

gew = elEcogo . If we can show that the operator (d/de)\E=o annihilates the

functional am[AE(0], we are done, since the result may then be applied with

ge0œ in place of go , and co is arbitrary. The estimates of [B01] justify the

following formal computation:
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Y,(d/de)\E=oa„[A]6n-mV2í ~ (¿/¿e)|£=0Trexp(-L4£&J)

n=0

= -tTr{((d/de)\E=0AEW)exp(-tAo)}

= -tTr{hD*-x((d/de)\E=0DEO))exp(-tAo)}

= -tYr{hD*-x(-(2l/h)coDo + a[Do , p(co)])exp(-tA0)}

= 2tl Yrco{D^ exp(-Mo)}

= 2tiTr co{Aoexo(-tAo)}

= -2et(d/dt)Trcoexp(-tAo)
oo

E(AM-«)an(c!;,^o)í(n-m)/2í

n=0

oo .

~ ^(am - n)t(n-m)l21 j  co(Un[A]dv)o ,

n=0 M

where, of course, the asymptotics are for t [ 0. Here we have used the fact that

functions of D and A commute, and that e~'Ao is a smoothing operator for

t > 0. Comparing coefficients for aï = am , we get the desired result.        D

As a corollary to the proof, we get a formula that will be useful below:

Corollary 4.9 [B02]. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.8,

(d/de)\E=oan[AEi0] = (m - n) /  co(Un[A]dv)0.
Jm

Thus the functional (am - n)~xan[Aa)] is a conformai primitive for U„[A] if

n t¿ am .

If we wish, we can use the corollary to "reconstruct" the divergence terms

in U„[A] from the integrated invariant an[A], as long as n ^ m . In fact, the

rational dependence on dimension assumed in 4.3 allows us to analytically con-

tinue in am (with some additional assumptions on oXead(A) ; see 5.1(a) below),

so the restriction n ^ m will not really be a problem.

We shall now show that the functional determinant is the "missing" confor-

mai primitive in the above, i.e., that of Um[A]. This will complete a very strong

analogy between the local invariants Qn and the quadratic form (Pmco, co)L2

studied in Sec. 1 on one hand; and the local invariants Un[A] and the functional

determinant on the other. This analogy will have more than esthetic value to

us; it will actually lead to an efficient procedure for computing quotients of the

form (dety4Ct))/(det^o) •

Theorem 4.10 (Generalized Polyakov formula [B02]). Suppose A satisfies 4.1,

4.3, and 4.6. Let (M, go) be a particular m-dimensional manifold, m £ W¿ ,
on which JV(A) = 0. Then

(d/de)\E=oC'AJO) = 2£am(co,Ao).

Proof. First assume that #{A7 < 0} = 0, so that each Aw is a positive operator.

The estimates in [B01, B02] allow   us to conclude that (d/de)\E=oUa,(s) is
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meromorphic in s, and that we can interchange the order of conformai varia-

tion and analytic continuation, or of conformai variation and ¿-differentiation.

(Besides uniform estimates, this depends on the conformai invariance of q[A]

and of #{kj < 0}, because of the way the nonpositive spectrum was handled in

the definition of the functional determinant.) For Res large,

(d/de)\E=oC'AJs) = (d/ds)(d/ds)\E=oCAJs)

(4.5) = (d/ds)i^- J°° ts-x{(d/de)\E=oTrexp(-tAEW)}dt}

(4.6) = -(d/ds) i^r I" ts(d/dt) Tr(coexp(-tA0))dt\
l i (S) Jo )

= (d/ds) {^1°° ts~x Tr(coexp(-tAo))dt j .

Analytically continuing this formula, the value at s = 0 is the same as that of

2« /"OO

=-r-r /    ts-xTr(coexp(-tAo))dt,
1 [S) Jo

viz., 2iam(co, Ao).

To dispense with the positivity assumption on A, note that we have proved

the result for the positive operator A2. But £a2(s) = G(2s), so £¿2(0) =

2^(0) ; and by [FG], Um[A2] = Um[A].       D

Remark 4.11. The effect of zero eigensections on the above formula and argu-

ment is as follows. Since q[A] is conformally invariant, formula (4.5) is still
correct. Formula (4.6) is also correct, and can be rewritten as

-(d/ds) jj^ J°° f(d/dt)Tr(co(exp(-tAo) - Proj^Mo)))¿/}

It is now clear that the integral converges, and that the f™ part does not affect

the value of ^e expression at s = 0. The kernel function of

co{exp(-tA0) - Ptoj^aJ
■

is

co(x) ¡H(t,x,y)~Y, <Pj(x) ® <Pj(y) > ,
[ lr* J

where H(t,x,y) is the kernel function of exp(-r.4o)> and {cpj} is an L2

orthonormal basis of the zero eigensections. The conclusion is that

(d/de)\E=0CAJ0) = 21 [am(co, A0) - f co £ \tpj(x)\2(dv)o
\ JM     Xj=o

= 2i^œl Um[A] - £ \tpj(x)\2 j (dv)o
A,=0

Thus we can compute with the generalized Polyakov formula if yy(Ao) = 0,

or if we have explicit knowledge of ¿V(Ao). For example, if (M, go) is a flat

torus, any parallel section is annihilated by any natural differential operator, so
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zero eigenvalues are unavoidable. On the other hand, J^(Aq) consists exactly

of the parallel sections in this case, i.e., of the sections that have constant com-

ponents in the standard trivialization; thus we know these sections explicitly.

The conformai covariance relation then gives us knowledge of the null space in

conformally related metrics, i.e., of JV(AW).

Remark 4.12. Because Um[A] vanishes for am odd, the functional determinant

of an operator satisfying our conformai assumptions is conformally rigid in odd

dimensions in the absence of a null space. If there is a null space, the confor-

mai variation of the determinant depends only on the conformai variation of
this null space. For boundary value problems, however, we do get an inter-

esting functional in odd dimensions, since there is a nonvanishing boundary

contribution to ao¿¿(co, A) [BG1, BG2].
We would now like to compute the quotients (det Aw)/(det Aq) ; what we

shall actually write down is the equivalent information

(4.7) -\og((àetAtû)/(àetAo)) = -log\detAlu\ + log\dstAo\,

or the equivalent scale invariant information

(Note that sgndet^w = sgndet^o since #{kj < 0} is conformally invariant,

and that the scale invariant quantity makes sense as a functional on the con-

formal class [go] because G(0) is conformally invariant.) According to the

generalized Polyakov formula, say for JV(A) = 0, we just need to compute a

conformai primitive for £/m[/4] that vanishes at co = 0 in order to compute

(4.7).

5. The functional determinant in dimensions 2 and 4

To avoid having to compute the divergence terms in Um[A], replacing this

information by the knowledge of am[A] for each even dimension am ^ Wa ,

we need the following technical assumption on (am, Um[A]). The assumption

is satisfied in all situations where we are able to compute Um[A], so it is no

impediment to our calculations. One might conjecture that it is true quite

generally.

Technical assumptions 5.1. Fix n £ 2Z+, and make the following assumption

on (n, A) :

(a) There exists a universal function uA(m), meromorphic on C and depend-

ing only on the formal polynomial expression of aXea¿(A), such that the coeffi-

cients in the formal polynomial expression for UA(m)U„[A] are rational in m

for am 6 2Z+, am £ ffA ■
(b) There is a rational function a„(m) and a local scalar O(am) invariant

Bn(m) depending rationally on m £ 2Z+, both regular at m = n, such that

uA(rn)Un[A] ~ an(m)Qn + (am - n)B„(m)   modulo ¿%(ö),

for all conformally flat compact Riemannian manifolds of even dimension m £
WA . Here 8 is the formal adjoint of the exterior derivative d on functions, and

31(8) is its range.

Remark 5.2. Local scalar O(am) invariants with dimension-dependent coeffi-

cients can be viewed in the light of Gilkey's Theorem [Gl, BFG, G4]. Among
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other things, Gilkey's Theorem states that as am increases, the space L% of

level Az local scalar O(am) invariants on m-dimensional Riemannian manifolds

stabilizes at m = n:
L™ = Lnn ,        m>n.

The isomorphisms are natural, and obtained by stabilization maps s™ : L™+x —►

L™ . s™ evaluates on a product manifold N x Sx, dim N = am , and then

restricts to the submanifold N x {1} ~ N. We denote by L„ the direct limit

of the L™ as am \ oo ; this is naturally isomorphic to L^ . Let

SCn = Rat(w) ®rL„ ,

where Rat (am) is the field of rational functions in am . We shall need to consider

local invariants in the conformally flat category. If (M, g) is conformally flat,
then M is covered by charts (X, &), where g\, is the standard flat metric on

X and g = e2hx g\, . By [Bral, Section 1], each local invariant cp £L™ has the

form

(5.1) cpg = e-nh"f(Whx,... ,Vhx),

when evaluated in the metric g, where cp is a universal (independent of the

choice of (X, g\,) ) polynomial, homogeneous of degree n in the g\, covariant

derivative V. Entirely similar statements can be made about local tensorial

and operator valued invariants. By [BGP, Theorem 0.1], all universal scalar and

differential form expressions (5.1) are restrictions of local invariants from L™ ,

or the similarly defined space L™ _ of /7-form invariants, in the conformally flat

category; we denote by ¿™ and L™tP the spaces of such restrictions. It will also

be technically useful to consider the space of formal expressions (5.1) which are

not necessarily universal; we shall call this L™ , or, in the p-form case, L™ p .

To see the difference between the L and L spaces in an example, note that

L2 has dimension 1, and is generated by the expression for the scalar curvature

(am > 2); but Lf has dimension 2 (and basis e-2hxAhx , e~2hx\Vhx\2 ). The

L spaces are useful because they have bases which are m-stable for m > n,

consisting of monomials

e-nhxW((^hx)...(Vk<hx)),        kx<...<kr,       kx + ... + kr = n,

where W is some contraction and permutation of arguments operator which

produces a form of the right degree. By the proof of [BGP, Theorem 0.1],
the space of invariant scalar expressions (5.1) with rational-in-am coefficients is

exactly the space En of restrictions of elements of Jz^ to the conformally flat

category. When we analytically continue in dimension in the conformally flat

category, the process will implicitly be an analytic continuation of expressions

(5.1). In any given explicit calculation, one needs to watch whether the am in

question is a pole of any of the coefficients involved.

Remark 5.3. Suppose A satisfies the naturality assumptions 4.3, acting on sec-

tions of a tensor-spinor bundle V, that ord.4 = 2 and 02(A) is scalar, i.e.,

G2(A)(x, £) = \£,\2Id\x . Then examination of the algorithm that produces the

heat invariants [G4] shows that the coefficients appearing in the formal polyno-

mial expression for (47r)m/2(dimV)_1i7„[^] are rational in am , so we have no

rationality problems so long as (47r)m/2(dimV)_1 is meromorphic. This is one
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reason for restricting to even m in 5.1 : the fiber dimension of the spinor bundle
is 2[m/2l ; this is the holomorphic function 2m/2 when applied to even am , but a

different holomorphic function, 2(m_1)/2, when applied to odd am. The point is

that we have to keep track of the dependence of the fiber dimension dim V on

am , and that for the operators Y and y 2 , this dependence causes no problem.

If ordA = 4 and o4(A) is scalar in the sense that o4(A)(x, Ç) = |c;|4IdV;t ,

the same can be said with a certain meromorphic function in place of (47r)m/2 ;

unlike the second order case, this function now depends on n [G3, FG]. Even-

tually, we need to apply meromorphic continuation to coefficients in formal
polynomials defining local invariants; the limit point involved is am = oo, so

we need meromorphicity there. This is the reason for extracting the universal

meromorphic factor in 5.1: so that we shall really only need to apply meromor-

phic continuation to rational functions (whose singularities at infinity, if any,

are poles). The assumptions are certainly not the weakest under which mero-

morphic continuation can be performed, but suffice for the present purposes.

Remark 5.4. Note that there are "new" identities in the conformally flat category

which do not involve the Weyl tensor C directly. The most basic example

follows from the Bianchi identity: in an orthonormal frame, summing over

repeated indices,

Cijki\i = (am - 3)(Vjilk - Vjk\t).

Thus for a conformally flat metric in dimension am > 4, the tensor V F is sym-

metric in all three of its arguments. (This property also holds in dimension 3,

and in fact characterizes conformai flatness there.) For general non-conformally
flat metrics however, this identity (the one that states that VK is completely

symmetric) does not hold.

Remark 5.5. Some subspaces of the spaces introduced in Remark 5.2 will be

important to us. Let =^-i,i be the space of invariant level aj - 1 one-form

expressions (5.1) with rational-in-am coefficients. The divergence 8 carrying

one-forms to functions determines spaces

*!,;•_,,, CL",       ^_ucLnm,       ¿^n_1,1c^.

of exact divergences. In the (5.1) picture, the fact that 8 is conformally covari-
ant of bidegree (am - 2, am) gives

8gtpg = e-C+WHW - (am - 2 - n)i(dhx)f},

where i is interior multiplication. Another class of interest to us is that of level

n local invariants U satisfying

(5.2) (d/de)\E=0 [ (Udv)E0} = (m - n) [ co(Udv)0
J m Jm

under variation along the conformai curve gE(0 = e2ecogo ; this condition makes

sense within L™ , S?n , L™ , or 2„ , giving rise to classes CL™ , CS?n , CL™ ,

and CS'n of relative conformai invariants. In the conformally flat case, Qn

satisfies (5.2) by Corollary 1.4; by Corollary 4.9, so does Un[A] for A sat-
isfying 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6 (and for U„[A], conformai flatness need not be as-

sumed). CL"\ and CL% consist of local invariants whose integrals are confor-

mai invariants; and furthermore, 8L"\_X , c CL^ , 8L™_{ , c CL"\ , and
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6&n-\,\ C C5f„ . [BGP, Theorem 0.2] shows that CL%/ôL%_Kl is one-

dimensional, and is generated by the class of the Pfaffian (Euler polynomial)

Pffm . We know from Theorem 2.8(f) that the class of Qm is nonzero, so Qm

is also a generator for CL™/SL™_{ , . Thus we need assumption 5.1(b) just to

guarantee the rationality of «„(am) and Bn(m).

We are now ready to write a very general formula for the functional deter-

minant in the conformally flat case.

Theorem 5.6. Under the assumptions 4.1,4.3, and 4.6 on A, and 5.1 on (am , A),

with am £ 2Z+ and m £ WA , the quantity stf defined by

uA(m)sf := \am(m) I ^{(Qmdv)^ + (Qmdv)0}

r
+ j {(Bm(m)dv)w - (Bm(m)dv)o}

= am(m) | \ j co((Pm)oco)(dv)o + j co(Qmdv)0 j

+ I {(Bm(m)dv)w - (Bm(m)dv)o}

is a conformai primitive for Um[A] on conformally flat conformai classes [g0],

and vanishes at co = 0. As a result, given a particular m-dimensional confor-

mally flat compact Riemannian manifold (M, go) on which JV(A) = 0 (and
which has spin structure if required to define A ),

(5.3)   to, - -!o8^ = -to^'t/"?' + —"* j*i^ •
det^o 2¡(A,go) am vol(go)

Proof. Let

Vn[A] := uA(m)Un[A] - a„(m)Q„ ;

then
r r
/ Vndv = (am - n) I Bn(m)dv
J J

for am i WA . Since V„[A] £ CL™ ,

(am - n)(d/de)\E=0    (Bn(m)dv)ECJ = (d/de)\e=0    (Vndv)

= (m-n) j co(V„dv)0.

Thus JBm(m)dv is a conformai primitive for Vm in dimension am, and

j{(Bm(m)dv)a>-(Bm(m)dv)o} is a conformai primitive that vanishes at co = 0.

By Corollary 1.7, \ J to{(Qmdv)w + (Qmdv)0} is a conformai primitive for Qm

vanishing at co = 0. The determinant formulas now follow from Theorem

4.10.        D

The functional

{(Bm(m)dv)w - (Bm(m)dv)o}7'
is invariant under change of scale (û)hw+const ), so the "correction" term in

(5.3) is a correction to the functional involving Qm (or Qm and Pm ). Indeed,
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the coefficients of the correction term and the Qm term are related by

Ca(0) + q[A] = am[A] = uA(m)-xam(m) / (Qmdv)0.

This allows us to write the scale invariant determinant functional in a way which

is well adapted to estimation techniques:

Corollary 5.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 (including ^(A) = 0), if

Qm is constant on (M, g0),

+ I {(Bm(m)dv)w - (Bm(m)dv)o},
J

where co is the (dv)o -average of co.

Note that the term involving Pm is scale invariant because Pm annihilates

constants in dimension am .
We shall illustrate the theory by computing the functional determinants of

the conformai Laplacian Y, and of the square y of the Dirac operator on

conformally flat manifolds in dimensions 2, 4, and 6. Since both operators

have second order scalar leading symbol, we may take uA(m) = (4n)m/2 in

both cases (Remark 5.3). The two-dimensional theory has been much studied;

see, e.g., [On, OPS1-2]. The four-dimensional theory was developed in [B03,

BCY], and the six-dimensional theory is presented for the first time here. The

Dirac operator is conformally covariant,

g<o = ela>go, yw = e <°yo,

co £ C°°(M) ^yw = e-^m+x^/2y0p(e^m-x^'2),

so the conformai assumption 4.6 is satisfied in both cases. Our formulas for the

heat invariants come from [G2]. These formulas can be applied in particular

to natural operators of the form V* V -1? on tensor-spinor bundles V, where

I? is a smooth section of End V. For Y, this is JPy = -(am - 2) J/2, while for

y 2, this is <Ê?y 2 = -xIdz/4 = -(m-l)JIdi¡2 by the Lichnerowicz formula

[Lie]. To evaluate a4[ y 2] and a¿[ y 2], we shall need the spin curvature [Ko],

Wy = -\Rkujykyi

in an orthonormal frame.

In studying two-dimensional manifolds, we are especially interested in local

scalar invariants of level 2. The space Jz^ of such is one-dimensional, and is

generated by the scalar curvature x. We could (and shall) also use our normal-

ized scalar curvature / as the generator of 3^ ■ All two-dimensional manifolds

are conformally flat, so our theory is completely general thus far. By, e.g., [G2],

6(4n)m'2N-xa2[V*V - g] = Í{x + 6&}dv ,
J

where TV is the fiber dimension of the bundle V on whose sections A acts.
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Thus

,-, Í
(5.4) 6(4n)m'2a2[Y] = (-am + 4)     Jdv ,

(5.5) 6(47i)m/22-[m/2]a2[}?2] = (-m + 1) Í Jdv.

(Though we have written the spinor formula for arbitrary am , our rationality

assumptions are satisfied only when we restrict to even am , and it is only this

part of the formula that we actually use.) Since J = Q2 , Y = P2 , and Y is

just A in dimension m = 2, J has the conformai primitive

f í f
{- j {(Jdv)w + (Jdv)o} = \\ co(A0co)(dv)o + / co(Jdv)0

in dimension 2. A always has a one-dimensional null space generated by the

constant function; in the metric g, the constant vol(g)-1/2 is an L2 orthonor-

mal basis of yy(A). By Remark 4.11, the quotient of functional determinants

has an extra term coming from the conformai primitive of

Jco(dv)(tí
¡(dvU   '

that primitive being (Iogf(dv)w)/2. Note that Pff2 = t/47r = J/2n, so the
conformai index of A is

Ca(0) = a2[A] - 1 = xlX(M) - I

by (5.4), where x(M) is the Euler characteristic. The upshot is

Theorem 5.8. On a compact manifold M of dimension m = 2, in any Rieman-
nian conformai class [go],J LÖUJ.

,    detA,;        ,    SMe2(°(dv)o       I    f     .....       . _. , _
- lQg -A-T7T = - lo8 ,/    x      + 7T- /   <o{(Jdv)a + (Jdv)o}

"detA0 vol(go) \2nJM

= _logÍM^^)o +J_ j œ{Aoœ){dv)o + l. [ œ(Jdv)o.
vol(go) i2nJM 6n JM

The scale invariant determinant functional is

1 f   e2co(dv)n       1     f 1    /"
= -   x(M)logjM      \    ,0 + —      co(AoCo)(dv)o + 7-      co(Jdv)0.

6 vol (go) 12ai Jm bn Jm

In particular, if Jo is constant,

,    ^(A, e2(0gp)        1   ,„,.    )Me2C»-a\dv)o ^    I    f    ,.     ....
"l0g   ®(A,g0)    * -6^(M)l0ë        vol(g0)        + ÏS j^WW* '

where co is the (dv)o -average of co. If (M, go) is S2 with its standard metric

go , and dÇ = (dv)o/4n, (dÇ)w = (dv)w/4n are the normalized measures of
Section 3, then
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Note that by the Uniformization Theorem, we are entitled to assume that Jo ,

the Gauss curvature of the background metric go , is constant. Remarkably, the

quantity in (5.6) is exactly that estimated by the Moser-Trudinger inequality,

i.e., the am = 2 case of Theorem 3.7. This leads directly to Onofri's result on
the maximum value of the functional determinant.

Corollary 5.9 [On], Among all volume 4n metrics g on S2, detAg is maxi-

mized exactly at those diffeomorphic to the standard metric go ; i.e., for which

g = <P*go , <P £ Diffeo(S'2).

Here we have used the fact that A has no negative eigenvalues to reduce to the

extremal problem for the quantity (5.6). The fact that one can maximize over

the space of all metrics is special to dimension 2: given any Riemannian metric

g on S2, there is a cp £ Diffeo(.S2) with cp*g £ [go] [OPS1]. Since the determi-
nant and the scale-invariant determinant functional are spectral invariants, they

are diffeomorphism invariants, and this reduces us to the conformai problem of

the Moser inequality. For general compact 2-manifolds M, roughly speaking,

there are only "finitely many degrees of freedom" remaining once conformai

change and diffeomorphism are "drained out" [OPS1]. In its precise form, this

is a statement about the reduced space of metrics &/ Diffeo(Af ) x C%°(M),

where 3? is the space of Riemannian metrics and C^°(M) acts by conformai

change of metric.

If JV( y ) = 0, the conformai index of y 2 is

Cf2(0) = -x(M)/l2,

by (5.5), so we have:

Theorem 5.10. On a compact spin manifold of dimension am = 2, in any Rie-

mannian conformai class [go] where the conformally invariant condition Jf( y )
= 0 holds,

detV72 1      r
-log—£-f = -— /   co{(Jdv)w + (Jdv)0}

det^Q 12ai 7m

1     /" if
= _"Tw/   w(AoCo)(dv)o - j-      co(Jdv)o.

1271 Jm bn JM

The scale invariant determinant functional is

,3f(y2,e2o)go)_      2}(A,e2«go)

log 3(y2,go)       g ^(a,«,) •

As a result, on S2, det y 2W is minimized for g = gw = e2mgo £ [go] of volume

4tt exactly when gœ = h • go for some h £ ctran(5'2, go)-

Again, the absence of negative eigenvalues allows us to reduce to the extremal

problem for the scale invariant determinant functional. Note that though the

construction of the spinor bundle depends on the metric, spinor bundles con-

structed from conformally related metrics can be identified.

For am > 4, the space L% of level 4 local scalar O (am) invariants is four-

dimensional. A basis which is especially adapted to dimension independent

calculations is \R\2, \p\2, x2, Ax. A convenient basis for calculations involving

conformai change of metric is  |C|2,   |F|2,   J2, AJ ; this new basis can be
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written in terms of the old one using coefficients that are rational in am ; thus we

have two different bases of Sf4 over Rat (am) . In the conformally flat category,

\V\2, J2 is a basis of Jy^, i over Rat (am) . By, e.g., [Bral],

(d/de)\E=0(J2)E(O = -4co(J2)0 + 2JACO,

(d/dt)\E=o(\V\2)EW = -4co(\V\2)o - 2(V, Hess«, co)

where for two-tensors cp and y/, (cp, W) — PijWij in an orthonormal basis. By

the Bianchi identity V¡j\¡ = Jy and integration by parts, the space CL\/8L\ x

in dimension 4 has the single generator [J2 - \V\2] = J2 - \V\2 + 8L4 , , of

which [Q] and [Pff4] must be scalar multiples. Here, as in Sec. 1, we write

Q = Q4 . (That CL\/8L\ , is one-dimensional also follows from the general

result [BGP, Theorem 0.2] described at the end of Remark 5.5.) On S4 with its

standard metric, J2 - |F|2 = 3, Pff4 = 2/v4 = 3/4n2, and by Theorem 2.8(f),
0 = 6; thus

(5.8) 2[72 - | V\2] = [Q] = 87r2[Pff4]       in CL44/8Ff.

By Remark 5.5, the technical assumption 5.1(b) will automatically be satisfied

for the pair (4, A) provided A satisfies 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, and (4, A) satisfies
5.1(a). In this case we can write

uA(m)a4[A] = f{a4(m)Q + (m - 4)(kv(m)\V\2 + kj(m)J2)}dv

for some rational functions kv(m) and kj(m) which are regular at am = 4.

Here, as in Sec. 1, Q = Q4 . Now take a particular 4-manifold (M, g0), and

assume for simplicity that J^(A) = 0 there. The conformai index is

U0) = a4[A] = uA(4)-xa4(4) f Qdv = 8n2uA(4yxa4(4)x(M) ;
Jm

specializing Theorem 5.6, we get

Theorem 5.11 [B03]. Suppose A = A(m) satisfies 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, and is
regular at am = 4. Suppose that the pair (4, A) satisfies 5.1(a). Let (M, go)

be a particular conformally flat compact Riemannian four-manifold (with spin
structure if required to define A), and suppose that J¥(A) = 0 on (M, go).

Then

-(2£)-xuA(4)logd'
detAo

= iQ4(4) /  co{(Qdv)œ + (Qdv)o}
Jm

+ kv(4) f {(\V\2dv)w-(\V\2dv)o} + kj(4) ( {(J2dv)w - (J2dv)0}
Jm Jm

= a4(4)\x2 f co(P0co)(dv)o+ [ co(Qdv)o)
I   Jm Jm )

+ (kv(4) + kj(4)) f {(J2dv)w-(J2dv)o}.
Jm
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The scale invariant determinant functional is

If Q is constant on (M, g0), Qo = 8n2x(M)/vol(go), and

+ (kv(4) + kj(4)) f {(J2dv)a - (J2dv)0}.
Jm

If in addition J is constant on (M, go),

3(A,e2»go)

~¿>(A, go)

lovoI(go)^JMe*{<a-a)(dv)o

To) ~ Jm

(2i)-xuA(4)\o%

(5.9) = a4(4) {-¿~log J«\ol{g;r° + h /,,»(*«>) Wo

^¡M+ (kv(4) + k/^f   Ufr + JV

In particular, if g0 is the standard S4 metric,

(5.10) = 47r2a4(4) {" log|4 e^-^di + \ J w(A0(Ao + 2)co)dç}

+ $n2(kv(4) + kj{4)) D¿{(W-«}*
Here we have used the conformai index property in the form (5.8) to elim-

inate the more complicated invariant |F|2 from the formulas in favor of J2 .

For (5.9), we have used the covariance relation for the conformai Laplacian Y,
together with the fact that Y = A + J in dimension four. For (5.10), we have

substituted the standard four-sphere values (2 = 6, J = 2, and P = A(A + 2).

Remark 5.12. In [B03], where a somewhat different computational approach
was taken, the numbers uA(4)~xa4(4) and UA(4)~x(kv(4) + kj(4)) were called

j/?2 and jßi respectively; this notation is also used in [BCY]. In [B03], ß?,

arose as the coefficient of A7 in U4[A]. /?3 ends up attached to the J2 term

in the determinant formula because \ J2 is a conformai primitive for AJ.
In the current approach, we do not need to compute such divergence terms,

but need instead knowledge of all the non-divergence terms as functions of

the dimension am , not just in dimension four. In essence, instead of computing

divergence terms via the "reconstruction principle" of Corollary 4.9, analytically
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continuing to dimension 4, and then finding a conformai primitive, we just find
a conformai primitive for am ̂  4 and analytically continue to am = 4.

Just as in dimension 2, we now have everything written in terms of func-

tionals which are sharply estimated by Lieb-Beckner inequalities, at least on

the sphere. The novelty is that now we have a linear combination of two such

functionals, that associated to the embedding L\^> eL , and that associated to

the "ordinary" borderline Sobolev inequality L2 <-* L4. The best constants and
extremals are given by Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.7. However, we are not

finished estimating unless the coefficients involved, a4(4) and ky(4) + kj(4),

have the same sign, or else one vanishes and the other does not. Fortunately,

the signs do agree in the cases A = Y and A = y 2 .
To find these coefficients, recall from [G2, Theorem 4.3] that

(5.11)    (47r)m/2360a4[V*V - f]

/Jm
-- /   trv{5t2

>M
2\p\2 + 2\R\2 + 60tIT + 180r2 + 30WuWij}dv ,

where W is the curvature of the bundle V in which V*V - W acts. (Recall

that our convention on index placement in the Riemann tensor differs from that

of the reference; on standard S2, our RX2X2 is positive.) An expression like

W¡j W¡j does not, of course, refer to any particular orthonormal frame, but is

an abbreviation for that quantity that equals W¡j W¡j in any local orthonormal

frame; that is, it is invariant index notation. We apply (5.11 ) to the Yamabe op-
erator in the conformally flat category via Table 5.1, which expresses all relevant

invariants in terms of J2 and |F|2.

Table 5.1.   Terms in (4n)ml2360a4[Y] (# = ¿(am 2)J, W = 0)

\P\2

\R\

x%

%2

4(am- l)2

3am - 4

-(am- 1)(am-2)

I(am-2)2

\V\<

0

(m - 2)2

4(am - 2)

0

coef.

60

180

The meaning of, for example, the second row of the table, is that

\p\2 = (3am - 4)/2 + (am - 2)2|F|2,

and that the coefficient of \p\2 on the right in (5.11) is -2. Thus, since

I Qdv= [{±mJ2 - 2\V\2}dv ,
J J

we have

(47tr/2360a4[T] = (am - 6) /{(5am - 16)72 - 2(am - 2)\V\2}dv

= 2(am - 6) Í Qdv + (m-4)(m- 6) /{472 - 2| V\2}dv.

We collect this information in:
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(4, Y) and the choice uy(m) = (4n)m/2, the func-Lemma 5.13. For (n , A)

tion in 5.1(b) is

q4(am) = (am-6)/180,

and the local invariant can be taken to be

B4(m) = (m- 6){4J2 - 2|F|2}/360.

As a result, q4(4) = kv(4) + kj(4) = -1/90.        D

Remark 5.14. The factor am - 6 in the formula for a4[Y] is expected. By a

result that appears to have originated in [Sc] (see also [B01, BG1]), [/m_2[T]

is a local conformai invariant in the sense that

g = n2g, o < ß g c°°(M) =* um-2[Y] = n2-mum.2[Y].

(A similar result holds for any conformai covariant A of order 2£ satisfying

4.1 and 4.3, replacing each am - 2 above with am - 21. This is most clearly seen

from [BG1, Lemma 3.1(c)].) But we are now working in the conformally flat

category, where all such local conformai invariants vanish. The same principle

can be seen in the factor of am - 4 in (5.4) above, and in the factor of am - 8

in Lemma 6.9 below.
To treat A = y 2, we need to adjust the above calculation for the change

from if = -(am - 2)7/2 to f = -t/4 = -(am - l)//2 (the Lichnerowicz
formula), for the change in fiber dimension, and for the spin curvature; these

adjustments are detailed in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2   (value at W = -¿(am -\)J) minus (value at f = -¿(am - 2)J )

xW -(AM-1)

(2am - 3) 0

coef.

60

180

New term in (4;r)m/2360 • 2^ml2xa4[ y 2] resulting from spinor ( I )

bundle curvature W¡j = —^RkajVicVt

tizWijWiij

J2

-¿(AM -2)

coef.

30

Collecting the information, we get:

Lemma 5.15. For (n, A) = (4, y2), with the choice u y 2(am) = (4n)m'22-m/2

( am even), the function in (5.2) can be taken to be

q4(am) = 11/360,

and the local invariant can be taken to be

B4(m) =_   2 (l0m-3)J2-(2m + 7)\V\2

360

As a result, a4(4) = 11/360 and ky(4) + kj(4) = 7/720. In particular, these
numbers have the same sign.

Neither Y nor y 2 has negative eigenvalues on (S4, go); thus by Theorem

4.8, the same is true with gw in place of go for any co £ C°°(S4).   Thus,
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the extremal problem for detT^ is the same as that for Iog(3í(Y, e2(üg0))/

(2'(Y, go)), and similarly for det y 2. (If there were an odd number of neg-

ative eigenvalues, the extremal problem would be the same, but the roles of

maxima and minima would be reversed.) In view of Theorem 5.11, Corollary

3.6, and Theorem 3.7, we have proved:

Theorem 5.16. On S4,  detYw is minimized for g = gw = e2wgo £ [go] of

volume Sn2/3 exactly when gw = h • go for some h £ ctran(54, go) •  det y 2W

is maximized at exactly the same metrics.

6. The functional determinant in dimension 6

One of the requirements for an application of our method to dimension 6 is

a formula for / Q(,dv in the conformally flat case. Actual computation of the

operator P(, via the algorithm implicit in [GJMS], or in [WO], is a formidable

undertaking. Instead of taking this tack, we shall write down a trial formula,

with undetermined coefficients, for Q¿ , then evaluate the coefficients using

some special computations.

Lemma 6.1. The four invariants \dJ\2, /3, J\V\2, and trV3 := VijVjkVkj give

a basis of Jz^/íLSs 11 .

Proof. A basis of J^ is given in [G2]. To get the above result, one restricts to

the conformally flat case, and shows that each of the restricted invariants is a
linear combination of the four given above, and an exact divergence. That this

program can be carried out follows from the formula (1.8) for R in terms of

C and V, plus Remark 5.4. (Exact formulas are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2

below.)        D

Note that the "trace" in tr F3 is that of End TM (or End T*M ). We already

know that the \dJ\2 coefficient in Q6 is (am-6)/2 by Corollary 1.6. We can get
more information by evaluating on the standard sphere, and (recalling Remark

1.2) on the conformally flat pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (5,(?p), go) := (S9 x

Sp, gsi - gsp)> with p + q = n. Up to covering, these are the conformai
compactifications of the standard signature (q, p) flat spaces; that is, they bear

the same relation to these flat spaces as the sphere does to Euclidean space. The

group SOo(<?+ 1, p+ 1) acts on (S(?'p), go) by conformai transformations [Kl,

Bra2], and one can study the representation theoretic problem analogous to that

of Section 2 above. We shall not need a full treatment of this theory, but just

the analogue of Theorem 2.8(f). Using (2.10) on Sq and Sp to interpret and

rewrite results of Molcanov [M], we get

Theorem 6.2 [M]. Let B be the operator of (2.14) on standard Sq (with q in

place of am ), and let C be the similar operator on standard Sp (with p in

place of am ). Then the unique differential intertwinor of order n £ 2Z+ for the

conformai action of SOo(q + I, p + I) on functions over S^'^ is

n-2
4

Pn = P2 1[{(B + C + 2a)(B -C- 2a)(B + C- 2a)(B -C + 2a)}
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if n/2 is odd, where P2 = (B + C)(B - C), and

Pn = Y[{(B + C + (2a-l))(B-C-(2a-l))(B + C-(2a-l))(B-C + (2a-l))}

if n/2 is even.

Note that if p = 0, we are (up to covering) in the situation of Theorem

2.8(f), and we recover that result by noting that the operator C is just the

number 1/2.

Corollary 6.3. In the setting of Theorem 6.2,

32Ö6 = (m + 2)(am - 2)(q -p)(q -p + 4)(q -p - 4).

Proof. We compute using (am - 6)Q¿/2 = P6I.       D

On (Sb-'Kgo),

dJ = 0,        SJ3 = (q-p)3,        8J\V\2 = m(q-p),        StrV3 = q-p.

As a result, if

(6.1) IQ6dv= f ¡^-^-\dJ\2 + a(m)J3 + b(m)J\V\2 + c(m)trV3\dv

(using the \dJ\2 coefficient determined above), then equating coefficients of

(q-p)3 and of q-p gives

(6.2) 4û(am) = (am + 2)(am-2),

(6.3) mb(m) + c(m) = -4(m + 2)(m - 2).

Thus our consideration of mixed signature conformally flat spaces has given

us two of the three remaining ( am dependent) undetermined coefficients; the

sphere alone provides just one. To find the remaining undetermined coefficient,

we do a partial computation of the integrals of £?6 > \dJ\2 , J3, ^|^|2, and

tr V3 on the Riemannian manifolds (Tm , e2wgo), where (Tm, g0) is the flat

torus and co £ C°°(Tm). Direct computation gives

Jw = -e-2(°trk,

V   — -2

dJw = e-2w idAco - 2(Aco)dco + ^-^d\dco^ + (am - 2)\dco\2dco\

where all natural differential operators are computed in the background metric

go , and

k = Hess co - dco ® dco + ¿ \dco\2go.

Now introduce "... "as an abbreviation for "differential monomials of fourth

or higher degree in co." We have

J¿ = e~^((Aco)3 + ...),

(J\ V\2)w = e-6(ü((Aco)\ Hess co\2+ ...),

(°-4)     (tr y*)m = -e-to(tr(Hess co)3+ ...),

(\dJ\2)w = e-6w (\dAco\2 + 2(dAco, -2(Aco)dco + ^d\dco\2) + ...).
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Since (dv)io = em(0(dv)o , the integrated form of this is

J(J3dv)w = Je2ß<a((Aco)3 + ...)(dv)0 ,

where ß = (m - 6)/2, and similarly for the other invariants. Integration by

parts gives several relations among the integrals of invariants appearing in (6.4):

(6.5)

Íe2ßw(Aco)(dAco, dco)(dv)0 = /e2ßa{\(Aco)3 + ...}(dv)0 ,

f e2ßw(dAco,d\dco\2)(dv)o= Íe2ß(0{2(Aco)\Hessco\2 - (Acó)3 + ... }(dv)0 ,

f e2ßm(tr(Hessco)3)(dv)o= f e2ßw{x2(Aco)3 - \(Aw)|Hessw|2 + ...}(dv)0.

As a result,

J e2ßcü(J3dvU = j e2ß"{(Aco)3 + ...}(dv)0,

íe2ßw(J\V\2dv)a = íe2ßto{(Aco)\Hessco\2 + ...}(dv)o ,

ie2ß0)(tr V3dv)w = (e2ßw{-\(Aco)3 + \(Aco)\Hess&>|2 + ...}(dv)0 ,

íe2ßlü(\dJ\2dv)w = f e2ßü){\dAco\2 - m(Aco)3

+ 2(am - 2)(Aco)\ Hess<y|2 + ... }(dv)0.

By (1.11), the fact that P¿ = A3 on (Tm , go), and integration by parts,

ß [(QedvU = J eßco(A3eßo>)(dv)o = J \dAeß°\2(dv)o.

But

dAeßw = eßw(ßdAco - ß2d\dco\2 + ß2(Aco)dco - ß3\dco\2dco).

Integrating by parts and using (6.5), we get

ß í(Qedv)w= Íe2ßm{ß2\dAco\2 - ß3(Aco)3 + 4ß3(Aco)\Hessco\2 + ...}(dv)o.

Moreover, it is easily seen that the invariant integrals / e2ßwSk(co)(dv)o , where

Sx(co) = |é7Aga|2, S2(co) = (Aw)3, and S3(co) = (Aco)\ Hessco\2, are linearly

independent. In the notation of (6.1), the result is that

b(m) = -4m,        c(m) = 16.

Here we have used (6.2), but not our knowledge of the \dJ\2 coefficient ß,

nor (6.3); these can be considered as checks on our calculations. We pause to

collect the information:
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Theorem 6.4. In the conformally flat category,

JQ6dv = J{t^\dJ\2+{m + 2)¡m-2)J3-4mJ\V\2 + I6trV3}dv.n

Another check on this result is the case am = 6, where it implies that

Q(, ~ 8(73 - 37|F|2 + 2trF3) modulo exact divergences for conformally flat

metrics. The following lemma shows that up to a constant factor, this is the
only possibility.

Lemma 6.5. The space CL%/8L% , is generated by the coset [J3 - 3/|F|2 +

2trF3].

Proof. By [BGP, Theorem 0.2], the space in question is one-dimensional. On

standard S6, the average (normalized integral) of the invariant J3 - 3/| V\2 +

2trF3 in question is 625/9; thus the equivalence class of this invariant is
nonzero.        D

In particular, the Pfaffian must have the form c(J3 - 3/|F|2 + 2trF3) on

conformally flat 6-manifolds, where c is a universal constant. Since x(S6) = 2

and J = 3, V = \g on S6, we have I5cv6 = 2. Since v6 = 16?i3/15,

Pff6 = (J3 - 3J\ V\2 + 2tr F3)/8?z3,
r

J Q6dv = 64n3x(M)

in the conformally flat case.

By Remark 5.5, the technical assumption 5.1(b) will be satisfied for the pair

(6, A) provided A satisfies 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, and (6, A) satisfies 5.1(a). In
this case we can write

uA(m)a6[A] = / {a6(m)Q6 + (m - 6)(k0(m)\dJ\2 + kx(m)J3

+k2(m)J\ V\2 + k4(m) tr V3)}dv

for rational functions A:,-(am) , / = 0, ... , 3, which are regular at am = 6.

Taking a particular conformally flat 6-manifold (M, go) on which JV(A) = 0,

the conformai index is

WO) = «6^1 = uA(6)-xa6(6) j Q6dv = 64n3uA(6)-xa6(6)X(M).
Jm

Specializing Theorem 5.6, we get:

Theorem 6.6. Suppose A = ^4(am) satisfies 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, and is regular at

am = 6. Suppose the pair (6, A) satisfies 5.1(a). Let (M, g0) be a partic-

ular conformally flat compact Riemannian six-manifold (with spin structure if
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required to define A ), and suppose that ^(A) = 0 on (M, go). Then

net A Í
- (2£)-xuA(6) log g-^ = ±a6(6) J   co{(Q6dv)w + (Q6dv)0}

+ fco(6) / {(\dJ\2dv)a-(\dJ\2dv)o} + kx(6) [ {(J3dv)a-(J3dv)0}
Jm Jm

+ k2(6) I {(J\V\2dv)w-(J\V\2dv)o}
Jm

+ ac3(6) / {(trV3dv)w-(trV3dv)0}
Jm

= a6(6){¿ / co((P6)0co)(dv)o + [ co(Q6dv)o)
i   Jm Jm j

r
■ko(6) / {(\dJ\2dv)a,-(\dJ\2dv)Q}

Jm

(kx(6) - ¿ac3(6)) / {(J3dv)œ - (J3dv)0}
Jm

+ (k2(6) + ¡k3(6)) [ {(J\V\2dv)œ - (J\V\2dv)o}.
Jm

The scale invariant determinant functional is

...,_, 3¡(A,e2™go)
-(21)    uA(6)Ioë   &{Aígo)

32ti3„ /£s^1^^SMe6a'(dv)o    ,.,,  .    ,<„_ deM0

) I {(\dJ\¿dv)w-(\dJ\2dv)o}
M

Im

-a6(6)x(M) log JM    .,!/" - (2e)-xuA(6) log ■
3 vol(go) detyio '

If Q(¡ is constant on (M, go),

- (2e)-luA(6)iog3f^'e2af)
21 (A, go)

+ ko(6) f {(\dJ\2dv)w - (\dJ\2dv)0}
Jm

+ (kx(6) - ¿fc3(6)) / {(J'dvU - (J3dv)o\
Jm

+ (k2(6) + ¡k3(6)) / {(J\V\2dv)m-(J\V\2dv)o}.
Jm
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In particular, if g0 is the standard metric on S6,

,*.^  i     ,r,,    2(A,e2wgo)-(2i)-xUA(6)Iog   ^™

64n

+

3

I6n3

a6(6)| - log^ e«—*>dÇ + iôj6 w(A0(A0 + 4)(A0 + 6)co)dA

6^-\ko(6) [ {(IdJfdÇ)«, - (\dJ\2dÇ)0}
15    I Js*

+ (kx(6) - ¿ac3(6)) / {(J3dÇ)w - (J3di)0}
Js6

+ (k2(6) + §/c3(6)) js{(J\V\2dH)w - (y|F|2^)o}}.

The remaining step in making the determinant functionals for Y and y 2

explicit in dimension 6 is the determination of the constants 00(6) and acj(6)-

¿/c3(6) , AC2(6) + |ac3(6) in each case. As in the two- and four-dimensional cases,

these constants are implicit in an integrated heat invariant, in this case a^ . By

[G2], in the notation of (5.11),

(4^)'"/27!a6[V*V - %\ = I trv{-11 |Vt|2 + 6\Vp\2 - 2SpjkllPjllk

- 3\VR\2 - 420|ViH2 - 168(Vt, V§*) - S4WuuWiklk

,   35_3       14-1 n|2   ,    14_| ni2       208 tr „3   ,   64 n    „     p
+ TT   ~ Tr\P\   + TT\K\-9"tr/A   + -jPijPklR-ikjl

- -jPijRiklpRjklp + -g-PijklPijpqPklpq + -fPijklPipkqRjplq

+ 840^3 + 420t£?2 + 70t2<T - 28|/a|2^ + 28|/?|2r

+ 56WijWjkWkl + IQxWijWij + 56PljWklWkj

+ 2%RijklWijWkl + 420^'WijWij}dv.

Conformai flatness is not assumed in (6.6).

Remark 6.7. For arbitrary (V, V), the Bianchi identity and integration by parts
give:

jtrv WmWij]kdv = j {2trv WuyWik\k - 2/A,7trv WkiWkj

+ Rm trv Wij Wkl - 4 trv Wtj Wjk Wki}dv.

Conformai flatness is not assumed here either.   Because of this identity, the

expression W^W^ does not occur in (6.6).

Moving to the conformally flat case, we first write the purely metric terms

(i.e., those not involving §* or W ) in terms of J and V. The results are

in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below; the intermediate calculations are contained in the

following lemma:
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Lemma 6.8. Suppose g is conformally flat. Then

\p\2 = (m-2)2\V\2 + (3m-4)J2,

\R\2 = 4(m - 2)\V\2 + 4J2,

VijPjk = (m-2)VijVjk + JVlk,

VijPjkPki = (m- 2)2tr V3 + 2(m - 2)J\V\2 + J3,

VijRikip = -VjpVki + Vj¡Vkp - VijVipgkl + VijVagkp ,

VijRikipRjkip = 2(m - 4) tr V3 + 6/| V\2,

PkljpPilkp = 2P-iklpPjklp ,

Vij VklRjkil -2trF3 + 2/|F|2,

VijPkiRjku = -2(am - 2)tr V3 + 3(am - 2)7|F|2 + J3.

Table 6.1.   Quadratic metric terms

S\dJ\2 JJ3 JJ\v\2 /trF3 coef.

/|Vt|2 4(m- l)2 0 0 -11

/IVH2 m(m — 1) (m - 2)2 -m{m - 2)2

f Pjk\lPjl\k (m- l)2 (w-2)2 — m(m — 2)2 -28

/|V*|2 4(/w- 1) 4(m - 2) -4m(m — 2) -3

Table 6.2. Cubic metric terms

/3 J\v\2 trK3 coef.

8(m- l)3 0 35/9

r\p\2 2(m- l)(3w-4) 2(m- l)(m-2)2 -14/3

t|*l2 8(m- 1) 8(w- l)(m-2) 14/3

tr/^ 2(2m - 3) 3(/m - 2)2 (m - 2)3 -208/9

PijPklRikjt 2(2m - 3) 4(m - 2)2 -2(w-2)2 64/3

PijR-iktpRjklp 10(m-2) 2(m - 2)(w - 4) -16/3

ijkl^-ijpq^-klpq 24 8(w - 4) 44/9

RijklRipkqRjplq 6(m - 3) -2(3w - 8) 80/9

Concentrating for the moment on the conformai Laplacian Y, we compute

the I? terms:
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Table 6.3. A = Y: g =-m=lj t w = 0

\p\2%

\R\2W

Um -2)3

\(m-l)(m-2)2

-2{m- l)2(w-2)

Um - 2)(3m - 4)

-2{m - 2)

J\v\2

-i(m-2)3

-2(m-2)2

trK3 coef.

840

420

70

-28

28

I\dJ\2 fJ3 fJ\v\2 /trF3 coef.

/ivsn2 Um-2)2 -420

/(VT,vr) -(m- l)(m-2) 168

We now add everything up to get:

Lemma 6.9.

(47r)w/27!a6[T]

(am-8)
/{

3(am - 6)\dJ\2 - q(35am2 - 266m + 456)/3

+ hm - l)(7m - 30)7|F|2 - ^(5am2 - 2am - 48)tr V3\dv

= --(am
*>/

Q6dv + (am - 8)(am - 6)

/{
-^\dJ\2 - ¿(125am - 314)/3

6 36

+ 2ï(7m-5)J\V\2-l(5m + 28)trV3\ dv.
3V '   '   '      9

As a result, for (n, A) = (6, Y) and the choice uy(m) = (4n)m/2, the function

in 5.1(b) CÖAA be taken to be

5(am-8)
o6(am) =

3-7!

and the local invariant can be taken to be

am -
B6(m) = ^- {-^Vl2 - ¿(125/w - 314)/3 + |(7am - 5)/|F|2

-^(5AM + 28)trF3|.

In particular,

3 • V.(a6(6), k0(6), kx(6) - ±k3(6), k2(6) + §fc3(6)) = (10, 13, 34, -32).       D

To handle A = y 2, we need to adjust the calculation for the change from

I? = -(m - 2)//2 to i? = -(am - l)//2, and take account of the spin curvature

terms.
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Table 6.4. (value at f = -mfLJ ) minus (value at I? = -mj^J ), untraced

I\dJ\: ¡J3 jJ\v\ jtrV3 coef.

/ivri ¿(2am-3) -420

/(VT,vr> -(am-1) -168

J\V\2 trF3 coef.

-¿(3am2 -9am + 7) 840

¿(am- 1)(2am-3) 420

-2(am- l)2 0 70

\p\2Z ¿(3am-4) ¿(AAJ-2)2 -28

\r\2% -2(am-2) 28

New terms in (4n)ml2l\2-^ml2Xak[ y 2] resulting from spinor ( I )

bundle curvature W¿j = -{-RkiijykVi ■ % m-\

f\dJ\: ¡J2 JJ\V\ JtrV3 coef.

¡tr^WljUWiklk \(m-I) -84

73 J\v\2 trF3 coef.

**WijW]kWkl |(/w - 3) 4(3«-8) 56

ztij.WijWij -(m-1) _(m-l)(m-2) 70

Pij^ZWkiWkj ■Um-2) Um-2)(m-4) 56

Rijkt^zw>jwki -(m-4) 28

trzgrWijWij (Ifl-l) i(m-l)(m-2) 0 420

Summing up, we get
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Lemma 6.10.

(4n)m'2T.2-x-m'2Xa6[y2] = Í l-3(m - 1)(am - 6)|V7|2

i
- q(35am3 - 231am2 + 316am + 6)73

+ Í(14am3 - 39am2 - 83am + 24)/|F|2

-|(5am3 + 21am2 -95am- 120) tr V3 j dv

= ~ J Qedv + (am - 6) j |-¿ (72am - 263)|V7|2

- ttt(560am2 - 909am - 398)/3
144

+ ^(14am2 + 45am-4)7|F|2

~(5am2 +51am+ 211) trV3\dv.

As a result, for (n, A) = (6, y 2) and the choice u « 2(am) = (47i)m/22m/2 ( am

even), the function in 5.1(b) can be taken to be

,   , 191a6(AM) = - ,
iz • /.

and the local invariant can be taken so that

l\B6(m) = -¿(72am - 263)|V7|2 - -^(560am2 - 909am - 398)/3

+ ^(14am2 + 45am - 4)/|F|2 - |(5am2 + 51am + 211) tr V3.
3 9

In particular,

72 . 7!(a6(6), *o(6), h (6) - ¿fc3(6), ac2(6) + ¡k3(6))       Q

= (-1146, -507, -1578, 1752).

In the next section we shall show that on S6 , the quantity det Ym is maxi-

mized at those g = gw = e2cogo £ [go] of volume 167r3/15 for which gw = h-go

for some h £ ctran(5'6, go), and the quantity det y 2W is minimized at exactly

the same metrics. The proof will make essential use of (1) Theorem 3.7 (the

exponential class inequality describing the embedding L2^->eL); (2) Corollary

3.6(b) (controlling the embedding L2 «-► L3 ); (3) Obata's Theorem; (4) a geo-

metric inequality describing the embedding L2(S6, TFS2) <-+ L3(S6, TFS2),

where TFS2 is the bundle of trace-free symmetric tensors; and (5) the numeri-

cal data of Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10.

7. Geometric inequalities in dimension 6

Recall from Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 6.9 that if go is the standard S6 met-

ric, then the scale invariant determinant functional for the conformai Laplacian
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in the standard conformai class on S6 is

(7.1)

-3-7!.¿(4tt)31<

16-3

2(Y,e2mgo)     64n3

2(Y,go)    =~'

%-{™j {(\dJ\2H)m-,(\dJ\2d4)o)

+ 34 f {(J3dZ)a - (J3dZ)0}
Js*

-32¡ {(J\V\2d^)w-(J\V\2d^o}\,
Js6 )

where âS^ is the nonnegative quantity estimate by the Beckner-Moser-Trudinger

inequality (Theorem 3.7):

&6 := -log / e6^-aKdH)Q + Í-J co(Ao(Ao + 4)(A0 + 6)co)(d£)o■
Js* Js6

By Lemma 6.10, the corresponding functional for the square of the Dirac op-

erator is

-72.7!.¿(4,)32-3log^2'/2^=^.(-1146)^6
2(y2, g0) 3

+ ^( - 507 / {(\dJ\2di)œ - (\dJ\2dÇ)o}
(7.2) n   ^ Js6

-151S [ {(J3dZ)w-(J3dZ)o}
Js6

+ 1752 /{(7|F|2^)c-(/|n2^)o}}.

In each case, we would like to know that the second group of terms on the right,

i.e., that with coefficient 16tt3/1 5, is sharply estimated in the same way (and

with the same sign) as the first ( 38$ ) term. Remarkably, the coefficients that we

have extracted from the heat invariants are such that this is the case:

Theorem 7.1. On S6, for g = goi = e2a>go £ [go] in the conformai class of the

standard metric go and having the standard volume v6 = 167i3/15, the quantity

det Yo, is maximized exactly when

(7.3) go = h-g0,       some h £ctran(S6, go).

Js6

■The quantity det y m is minimized exactly at the same metrics.

Besides Theorem 3.7, the proof will require a clever use of Corollary 3.6, and

some further estimates based on Obata's Theorem and the conformai geometry

of the bundle TFS2 of trace-free symmetric two tensors; these are given in

Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, and Theorem 7.12.

Lemma 7.2. On Sm with m > 3, for gw = e2wg0 , co £ C°°(Sm),

f (\dJ\2dÇ)œ>0,
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with equality if and only if

(7.4) ge = a2h • g0 ,        some h £ ctran(5"" , go), a£ R+.

Proof. The inequality is obvious. Equality holds if and only if / is constant;

by Obata's Theorem [Ob] this holds if and only if (7.4).        D

Lemma 7.3. On S6, for gw = e2(og0 , co £ C°°(S6),

(7.5) J6({\dJ\2 + 2J3}d^)w>6^J6(\J\3di)w)   J>54,

with Js6({\dJ\2 + 2J3}d£)w = 54 if and only if'(7.4) (with m = 6).

Proof. The Yamabe functional in the metric gw , at a function u £ COG(S6),

is

n^,u) = {{A+2J)f'u)L2{{diM,
II"II¿3((¿ÍU

where u £ C°°(S6)  is not identically zero.   By the solution of the Yamabe

problem on the sphere and the conformai covariance relation

y(co + n,u)=y(co,e2r>u)

for the Yamabe functional (which is valid for general am , (M, go), and co, n £

C°°(M) ), we have

y(<o,u)>f(0, l) = 2/0 = 6.

Applying this to u = Jw , we get the first > in (7.5). Corollary 3.6(b) with
am = 6, at. = 2 gives the second > , and shows that equality holds there if and

only if (7.4). But any gm satisfying (7.4) has J = 3a-2 and fs6(dÇ)m = a6 ;

showing that ¡sf,({\dJ\2 + 2J3}d£,)a> = 54 whenever (7.4) holds.        D

The third inequality is derived using a second order conformally covariant

differential operator D^ on sections of TFS2 first constructed by V. Wünsch

[Wü, Proposition 3.2]. We shall give a construction of D(2) which is easier

to generalize, and is based on the group theoretic machinery we have already

put into place. The idea of the corresponding estimate is similar to that of the

proof of Lemma 7.3: we look at the quantity ((D^b, b)Li^,TFS2))o> > where

b is the Einstein tensor. (As usual, the subscript co indicates that the quantity

is computed in the metric ga = e2a)go .) Fortunately, a deep analysis of the

analogue of the Yamabe functional is not required.
To explain the Wünsch operator, we widen the discussion for the moment

to oriented Riemannian manifolds (M, g) of dimension am > 3 . (Orientation

is just a convenience, and is not really necessary.) Each irreducible representa-

tion (V, a) of the structure group SO (am) defines an associated vector bundle

Va = «^jo(m) Xff V , where ^o(m) is the bundle of oriented orthonormal frames.

Because the defining representation 8 of SO (am) is faithful and gives rise to

the cotangent (or tangent) bundle, each Va can be realized as a tensor bundle,

though this realization is not unique. The Levi-Civita covariant derivative V

carries sections of VCT to sections of T*M ®Va :

V : C°°(M, \a) -* C°°(M, T*M®Va).

The bundle T*M ® VCT is generally not irreducible under the structure group

SO(am) (i.e., 8® o is not an irreducible representation); in fact, it is irreducible
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if and only if a is the trivial one-dimensional representation. We decompose

into irreducibles:

ff,

(7.6) 8®cj~SO{m) (¡)pu ;

w=l

on the level of bundles,

K
rM®v^so,m)0vA.

By, e.g., [SW], the summands occur with multiplicity one, so it is legitimate to

form the gradients

(7.7) Gaßu = Gu := ProJv V : C™(M, V„) - C™(M, Vßu).

It is immediate that on C°°(V„), with consistent choices of bundle inner prod-

uct normalizations,

(7.8) V = £c7u, V*V = J2G:GU.
u=\ u=\

Equivalence classes of irreducible representations o £ Irr(SO(w)) are pa-

rameterized by dominant weights, vectors o £ 1} , I = [am/2] , with

ax > ... > oe > 0 ,        am odd,

ax > ... > Ot-\ >\ot\,        am even.

The dominant weight parameter is the highest weight in the representation; note

the customary abuse of notation in using o to denote both the representation

and its highest weight. When writing dominant weights, we shall sometimes

omit terminal strings of zeroes. Examples are a = (0), the trivial representa-

tion; a = (I), the defining representation, and a = (2), the trace free symmet-

ric two-tensor representation.

To determine the target bundles for the gradients in (7.7), we just need to

perform the decomposition (7.6). By, e.g., [F, Theorem 3.4], p £ {pu} if and

only if p is dominant ((7.9) holds) and either

(7.10) p = o±ea,

for some a £ {\, ... , £} , where ea is the a— unit vector in ll, or

(7.11) am is odd, fff^O, p = a.

In particular,

(1) ® (2) ^so(m) (1)0(3)8(2,1), AM>5.

Now fix a = (2), so that Va = TFS2, suppose that am > 5, and that

(M, g) is conformally flat. We are especially interested in computing the effect

of the gradients G(X) , G(3) , and C7(2ji) on the (normalized) Einstein tensor

b = V - (J/m)g. Because of the identity in Remark 5.4, V¡j\k = Viky , so

(7.12) bij\k - bik\j = - — (J\kgij - J\jgik)-
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Note also that
, AM - 1
bU\J=     m    J\' ■

Some elementary tensor calculus shows that the (3) part of any three tensor

(Vijk) which is trace free and symmetric in the j and k arguments is

1 2
(Proj(3) cp)ijk = -(<pijk + cpjki + cpkij) - ————(gijV„k + gkicplu + gjkcpin),

and that the ( 1 ) part is

2 am . .
~(m + 2)(m-l)g^" + (m + 2)(m-\){8ij<P"k + gik9lli)-

As a result of these formulas and the identity (7.12),

2 1
(Proj(3) Vb)ijk = VibJk + m{m + 2)J\igjk - -^^i(J\iSik + J\kgij),

(Proj(1) Vb)uk = -m(m2+2)-te + -^+-2^J\jSik + J\kgij).

Adding up, we get

(7.14) Vb = G{3)b + G{x)b;        soG{2,x)b = 0

by (7.8). The interpretation of what has just happened is as follows: if M is

the (reducible) SO(am) representation carried by tensors of Riemann type, then

the multiplicity of (2, 1) in 8®3t is 2. (See, e.g., [St].) One copy comes from
the VC part, and the other from the V/a part of VR. The second Bianchi

identity implies that these two are linearly dependent; i.e., that actual Riemann

tensors R have their VR living in a bundle with only one V(2,i) summand.

But conformai flatness implies that the expression in VC associated to the first

copy vanishes; hence all (2, 1) information vanishes.

For the time being, we once again drop the conformai flatness assumption. In
[F], Fegan shows that each gradient is conformally covariant, and computes the

corresponding conformai bidegrees. Since there may be many different tensor

realizations of a Va , each with its own internal conformai weight, it is important

to set all internal conformai weights to zero (or some other chosen value) in

order to state the result cleanly. The structure group of am dimensional oriented
Riemannian conformai geometry is CO(am) := R+ x SO(am) ; the irreducible

representations of CO(am) are the

op(a,h) = apo(h),        a £ R+, h £ SO(am) ,

where p £ C ; p is the internal conformai weight. We let Va be the corre-

sponding CO(am) bundle. The tangent bundle naturally carries the defining
representation of SO(am) with internal conformai weight -1 ; while the cotan-

gent bundle has internal conformai weight +1 . When we realize TFS2 as a

bundle of covariant tensors (i.e., in the tensor square of T*M ), we give it inter-

nal conformai weight +2 ; similarly, we have been computing with a realization

of V(3) that has conformai weight +3. Because Vg = 0, the construction

of V, of the Proj^ , and of natural differential operators is insensitive to the
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internal conformai weight. The conformai bidegree of a conformally covari-

ant operator, however, is definitely affected by the choice of internal conformai

weights. In fact, a chase through the formalism shows that if

D : C°°(M, Vp) U C°°(M, V«),

is conformally covariant of bidegree (a, b), then

D:C°c(M,Vp;)^Coc(M,V^)

is conformally covariant of bidegree (a - p' + p, b - q' + q) ; in particular,

D : C°°(M, Vp+a) -♦ C°°(M, V«+è)

is conformally invariant.

Theorem 7.4 [F]. If the gradient Ga/l exists, i.e., if (7.10) or (7.11) holds, then

Gaß:Cx(M,Vp)^Cco(M,Vpl+x)

is conformally invariant for

P = Pan ■= í(m - I + (2peo(m) + o + p,o - p)),

where 2peo(m) = (am-2,am-4,... , m - 2i). All first order conformally co-

variant operators between SO(am) irreducible tensor bundles arise in this way.

For many values of a, Fegan's Theorem leads to a natural construction of a

second order conformally invariant operator from vSw_ '' -* viw+2^2 ; we shall

present this construction here. Note that the formal adjoint of a gradient, being

conformally covariant, is, up to normalization, another gradient by Theorem

7.4. In the notation of (7.7), consider the compositions

C°°(M, v^"2)/2) *h C°°(M, Vj?/2) S C°°(M, V{am+2)/2).

(To normalize the formal adjoint construction, take the product metric on the

bundle T*M®Va .) Fegan's Theorem shows that, with these choices of internal

conformai weights, Gu is conformally covariant of bidegree (cu , cu), and G*

is conformally covariant of bidegree (-cu , -cu), where

Cu := è(l + (2pso(m) + o + pu,a -pu)).

Thus we have the conformai variational formula

(dldE)\E=o(G*uGu)EÍÜ = cu(G*u[Gu , p(co)] - [G*u , p(co)]Gu)

= cu(G*u[Gu , p(co)] + [Gu , p(co)]*Gu).

Since

Y^[Cu, ß(o))](p = [V, p((o)]<p = dco®cp=: t(co)cp
u

for any smooth section cp , we find that

(d/de)\E=oJ2cül(GlGu)ECO = V*t(dco) + t(dco)*V,
H=l

where the right side is evaluated in the background metric g = go , provided

no cu vanishes. But computing in a local orthonormal frame,

(V*t(dco) + t(dco)*V)cp = -V ,((V ¡<o)<p) + (ViCo)V¡tp = -(V¡ViCo)y) = (Aco)cp.

On the other hand, multiplication by J, viewed as an operator from y^"~2^2

to V„ + ''  , has the conformai variation p(Aco). We have proved:
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Theorem 7.5. In the notation above, if no cu vanishes, then

Da := J-^2c~lG*uGu
u=l

is conformally invariant as an operator from V„     ■''    to y^2^2.        n

Of course, there is no guarantee that Da is not zero, or zeroth order. Our

immediate interest is the behavior of D(2) in the conformally flat case, and

especially on S6. What we shall use is the following weak consequence of

conformai covariance:

Lemma 7.6. The condition

(7.15) (Da<p,<p)L2IM,v.)>0,        alltp£C°°(M,Ya)

is conformally invariant: if satisfied in the metric g0, it is satisfied at all metrics
e2o)g0 , co£C°°(M).

Note that the L2(M ,Va) inner product is naturally associated to the SO (am)

bundle VCT ; that is, it is independent of the internal conformai weight.

Proof of Lemma 7.6. Computing with internal conformai weight 0, i.e., in V° ,

we have

M
((Da)wcp, <p)L2{M,gX) - / ((D")co9, <p)(dv)w

= i e-{m+2^ml2((Da)o(e[m-2)wl2cp),cp)emoi(dv)o

Jm

[ ((Da)o(e^-2^l2cp), e(m-V°"2tp)(dv)0.
Jm

jm
;

The fact that the bundle inner product (•, •) is conformally invariant is a conse-

quence of having set the internal conformai weight to 0 ; if we set it to another

value, all terms in the calculation change, but of course the result is the same.

Since p(e{-m~T)(ül2) is bijective on C°°(M, Va), we have the lemma.        D

We would now like to establish that (S6, go) has property (7.15) with a =

(2). For this, we return to the thinking of Section 2, and set up the principal

series Ind^ a <g> k <8> 1. That is, we replace the trivial representation of (0) of

SO (am) , which we called 1 in Section 2, by the representation o . Vectors in

this representation can be viewed as sections of the bundle Va over Sm , or as

functions y/ on G which are equivariant in the sense that, in the notation of

Section 2,
y/(xman) = a~x~po(m)~xy/(x)

for all x £ G, m £ M, a £ A, n £ N. (In particular, p is half the
sum of the positive (g, a) roots as in Section 2, as opposed to ps0(m) above,

which is half the sum of the m roots.) The K decomposition of the space

W(Sm ,Ya) of ASfinite sections is given by Frobenius reciprocity, which gives

a natural identification of HomM(l, ß) and HomK(ë?(Sm, V„), ß) for any

ß £ Irr(K) ~ Irr(SO(AM + 1)). In particular, the multiplicity of a K-type ß

in %?(Sm, VCT) is the same as the multiplicity of the M-type a in ß\M ■ This

latter multiplicity m(ß, a) is given by the following branching rule. First note
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that the ß £ Irr(K) are parameterized by dominant weights as in (7.9), with

am + 1 in place of am . By [Bo, p. 143], m(ß, o) is either 0 or 1, and is 1 if
and only if

'7,,, ßX>0X>ß2>CJ2>...>Ol>\ßt+X\, AM Odd,
(7.16)

ß\ > fi > P2 > «72 > • • • > o~e-i > ßi >Wt\,        m even.

We say that ß \o (or <7 î /? ) if (7.16) holds. By the multiplicity one property,
the splitting

g(Sm,Va)^K@ß.

ßla

diagonalizes every K invariant differential operator, including Di and the

Bochner Laplacian V*V . (K acts by isometries, and all operators which are
natural in the sense of Sec. 1 are isometry invariant.) By [Bra3, Theorem 1.1],

the eigenvalue of V*V on the ß summand is

y?(CasE)-cx(Casm),

where Cas is the Casimir operator;

A(Cast) = (2pi + ß, ß)RL       (7(Casm) = (2pm + a, o)w ,

where L = [(am + l)/2] and pt = (m - I, m - 3, ... , m+ I - 2L). Note that
<j(Casm) is just multiplication by a constant on %(Sm , Va).

Looking just at o = (2),

2     oo

^(S"!,V(2)) = 00/W,),        rn>4,
9=0 ;=0

where

F(2+j<q)~K(2 + j,q),

and V*V acts by

(7.17) 2(1 + 7) + j(m + l+j) + (m-3 + q)q

on F(2+j>q) . This allows us to run a "spectrum generating" argument as in Sec.

2 to determine the eigenvalues of D@).

The action of (a, K) on g(Sm , V(2)) is by (UÍ2) , u&) =: (Uv , u), where
u(h) = h- for h an isometry of (Sm, go), and UV(X) = S'x + (v + ^)cox ,

where J?x is the Lie derivative, cox is as in Section 2, and k = va for a the

positive (g, a) root as in Section 2. (In particular, col¡ m+, is the homogeneous

coordinate function y, .) The effect of the Lie derivative (unlike the covariant
derivative) depends on the internal conformai weight p ; in the expression for

Uv in terms of Sf immediately above, we have chosen p = 0.

Lemma 7.7. If X £ s and ß = (2 + j, q) £ N x {0, 1, 2}, then

(7.18) coxFß , S?xFßCFß_(Xto)®Fß+(Xto)®Fß_{o,\)®Fß+(OA)>

where by convention, F(_119) = F(jt_1} = FUt3) = 0.

Proof. The maps

X ® cp (-► coxcp ,        X ® cp h-» Uv(X)cp
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are K equivariant from s®F(2+j,q) to ^(Sm , V(2)), the K module structure

on s being given by the adjoint representation. Since (s, ad) is a copy of the

defining represention of SO(am+1), s®F(2+j,q) is K isomorphic to the space

on the right in (7.18), by the selection rule (7.10, 7.11) with am + 1 in place of
am , and the result follows.        D

The analogue of Lemma 2.4 is

Lemma 7.8. For X £s, [V*V, p(cox)] = 2U0(X).

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 2.4 until we reach (2.9), which

is replaced by

[V*V,p(yo)] = p(Ay0) + 2Vz.

But if X is a conformai vector field, an easy calculation (based on the relations

Vxg = 0 and ¿¿?xg = 2coxg ) shows that

2,x = Vx+p(ox       onC°°(M,Vp)

in general. This and the fact that Ay0 = myo give

[V* V, p(y0)] = 2S?Z + mp(yo)       on %(Sm , V° ),

as desired.        D

Let us say that ß <-> y if and only if y is a summand in the K decomposition

of s® ß ; Lemma 7.7 describes the y satisfying ß <-> y for fixed ß [(2). Since
s is self-contragredient asa K module, the relation ß <-> y is symmetric. (The

symmetry of <-> can also be read off from (7.10,7.11) with am + 1 in place of

am .) The analogue of Lemma 2.3 is:

Lemma 7.9 (Cocycle irreducibility). If ß <-> y and ß, y j (2), then

Projj, co(s)Fß = Fy.

As a result, the orbit cf(cp) of any nonzero cp £ Fß , for any ß | (2), under the

joint action of u(K) and co(s), is %(Sm, V(2)). In particular, g(Sm, V(2)) has

no nontrivial invariant subspace under this action.

Proof. In analogy with the proof of Lemma 2.3, let

m

(7.19) t\ = J2 Proj^ cox, Proj,, cox,\ß
¡=o

for all ß, y I (2), where {X¡} is an orthonormal basis of 5. Here we abuse

notation by writing \ß and Proj^ instead of \Fß and Proj^ . The sum on the

right in (7.19) is a A^-endomorphism of F(2+j,q), and thus tyß is a scalar by

Schur's Lemma. By (2.8),

(7.20) Y    tyR = \.

{?\r~ß}
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By the trace identity trab = trba,

(7.21) (dimß)tß = (dimy)tß

whenever y J. (2). Unlike their analogues in the scalar case, (7.20) and (7.21)

are not strong enough to compute the tl . But we can get the rest of the inform-

ation we need by "squaring" Lemma 7.8. Specifically, let Kß = (2pt + ß, /?)R¿

be the eigenvalue of ß(Cast) on the ß summand of f (Sm, V(2)). If ß, y J. a,

Lemma 7.8 shows that if X £ s, then

(7.22) (k7 - kß)Projy cox\ß = 2ProjyU0(X)\ß.

Switching the roles of ß and y in (7.22), composing with the original form of
(7.22), summing over X in an orthonormal basis {X¡} for s, and summing
over all y <-> ß for fixed ß , we get

-   E   (Ky-Kß)2tß = 4^2Uo(Xi)2\ß = 4(Uo(Casg)-ß(Cast)).
{y\y~ß} i

By, e.g., [Kn, 8.22 and 12.28], taking account of our normalizations, f/o(CasB)

is multiplication by the constant <7(Casm) - am2/4 , where here a = (2), so

cr(Casm) = 2am . Thus

(7.23) 5Z   (*7 - Kß)2tß = m2-Sm + 4Kß .

{y\y~ß}

If ß = (2+7, q),

Kß = (m + j+ l)(j + 2) + q(m + q-3),

(7.24) K/?+(i,o) -Kß = m+ 2f+ 4,

Kß+(o,i) -Kß = m + 2q -2,

and by Weyl's dimension formula (see, e.g., [Wa, Theorem 2.4.1.6]),

dim(/? + (l,0))

dim/3

dimQS + (0, 1))

dim/5

(m + j + q + l)(j -q + 4)(m + j)(m + 2j + 5)

(am + 7 + q)(j -q + 3)0' + 4)(am + 2j + 3)      '

(m + j + q+ \)(j -q + 2)(m + q -3)(m + 2q - 1)

(am + ; + q)(j -q + 3)(q + 1)(am + 2^-3)

This data and (7.20,7.21,7.23) allows us to compute the tí inductively. The
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result is:

,¿+(1,0) _  (j+l)(m + j + 3)

ß (j + 3)(W + 27 + 3

,/3-d,o) _       j(m + 7 + 2)

lß

fß-(l,0) _

(am + j)(m + 2j + 3

J?+(0,1) = 2m

ß (j + 3)(m + j

(7+1)(am+7)(am + 7 + 3)

(7 + 2)(am + 7+1)(am + 27 + 3

7(7 + 3)(am + 7 + 2)
(7 + 2)(am + 7+1)(am + 27 + 3

(am-2)(am+ 1)
^+(0,1) _
ß (m + j + l)(j + 2)(m

-(0,1) 2am

* (am + 7+1)(7 + 2)(am-1

j»+(i,0)_      (am + 7)(am + 7 + 3)
ï o —

(am + 7 + 2)(am + 27 + 3

./»-(i,0) _ 7(7 + 3)
(7+1)(am + 27 + 3

^-(0,1)

\ ß = (2 + j,0),

ß = (2 + j,l),

) ß = (2 + j,2).

(j+l)(m + j + 2)

(Recall that we assumed am > 5 .) In particular, none of these numbers vanishes,

except those giving tß when it is not the case that y i o . This establishes the

lemma.        D

Corollary 7.10. If ß = (2 + j,q) as above, ß *-> y i (2), and X £ g,

(7.25) Proj, Uv(X)\ß = c(ß , y, u) Proj, cox\ß ,

where c(ß, y, u) = ¿(aCj, - Kß + 2v). If \v\ < (m - 2)/2, then Proj,, Uv(X)\ß

= Fy , and the assertions of Lemma 7.9 hold with (u(K), U„(s))  in place of

(u(K), co(s)).

Proof. For let, both sides of (7.25) vanish, so we are reduced to X £ s, for

which (7.25) follows from (7.22) and the fact that U„ = Uo + vco. For the rest
of the statement, we just have to know that c(ß, y, v) ^ 0 for \v\ < (m-2)/2 ;

this follows from (7.24).        D

With this irreducibility result in place, we can follow the arguments of Section

2 to generate the spectrum of an intertwining operator A of bidegree (-1, 1) ;

this operator will be unique up to a constant factor. Since the Wünsch operator

Z)(2) , being conformally covariant of bidegree ((am - 2)/2, (am + 2)/2), must in

particular be intertwining with bidegree ((am-2)/2, (am + 2)/2)-(am/2, am/2) =

(-1, 1), it will have to coincide with A up to a constant factor C. Since we
are interested in positivity properties of Z)(2) , we shall need to determine (at

least the sign of) C.
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Lemma 7.11. For am > 5, the eigenvalue of D(2) on F^+j,q) '5

(n -., (am + 4 + 2j)(m + 2 + 2j)(m + 2q- 2)(m + 2q-4)

(7.26) p(2+j,q) =-2(am + 2)2(am-4)-•

In particular, D^ satisfies condition (7.15) on (Sm, go), and thus on (Sm,

e2wgo) far each co £ C°°(Sm).

Proof. By Lemma 7.9 and Corollary 7.10, an intertwinor of bidegree (-1, 1)

has

(Ky   -Kß~   2)Py   =   (Ky   ~Kß+  2)/Zß

whenever ß «-► y and ß, y j (2). By the proof of Corollary 7.10, all coefficients

in this relation are nonzero, so the list {pß} is uniquely determined up to a

constant factor. Computing inductively, we get

_    (am + 4 + 27)(am + 2 + 2/)(am + 2q - 2)(m + 2q-4)

/Z(2+J'9)_ (am + 4)(am + 2)(am - 2)(am - 4)

where C = //(2,o) is a constant which may depend on am . By Theorem 7.5,

2 2 2
(7.27) D(2) = J + ——^G*3)G(3) - J^2GWGW + J^Z^^A)0^1) ■

(Note that (7.27) and the conformai covariance relation for Z>(2) are completely

general, and in particular do not depend on conformai flatness of the met-

ric.) By the branching rule (7.16) and Frobenius reciprocity, the multiplicity
of (2,0) in the K decomposition of ^(5m,V(3)) is 0, and similarly for

%?(Sm, V(2,i)). Since gradients are K equivariant operators, Schur's Lemma

implies that G^cp = 0 and C7(2 X)tp = 0, so computing in the standard sphere

metric go , we get

D(2)(P ={J~ nTr~2GWG{X)) <P={J- >V7T2V*V) *' 9 6 F{2'0) '

But with ^o as the metric, / = am/2, and V*Vç> = 2cp by (7.17). Thus

(am + 4)(am-2)
C = /l(2'0)-      2(am + 2)       '

as desired for (7.26). The statement about condition (7.15) follows from Lemma

7.6.        D

Theorem 7.12. Suppose am > 5, and let go be the standard metric on Sm . Then

on (Sm , gco) with gw = e2wg, co £ C°°(Sm),

Í   {{2{m-X){m-2\dJ\2-^J3 + ^J\V\2-^trV3)ddi    >0
JSm\\     m(m + 2)2     '     '      am AM + 211      am + 2 J     J u~

with equality if and only if (1.4) holds. If m = 6,

f   ({|^|2 + ^73-^/|F|2}^)    >108,
Js* VI 5 5 )      J w

with equality if and only if'(7.4) holds (with am = 6 ).

Proof. By (7.14) and (7.27), on any Riemannian manifold (M, g),

D<»" " (J + ¿2°«°™ - ST2G<»G<") *

= (/ + ^T2V,v-^T2G<')G">)i'
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Thus

(7.28) (D{2)b, b)L2(M,g,jm = jMJ\b\2dv + -^IIVèH2 - -±^\\G(X)b\\2,

where the norms are those of the L2 section spaces of the appropriate bundles.
But

(7.29) ||V/3||2 = UVF - ±dJ ® g\\2 = \\VV\\2 - £\\djf.

At this point we restrict to the conformally flat case. Using Remark 5.4 and

integrating by parts, we get

|VF||2 = I VlJlkVljlkdv = J VijlkViklJdv = - I ViMjVikdv.

By the Ricci and Bianchi identities,

'ij\kj = *'j\jk + "pikj *pj — "jpkj *ip

= J\ik - Rijkl Vji + Ppk Vip ■

But

PpkVip = (m- 2)VpkVip + JVik,

and (using conformai flatness again),

-RijkiVji = VttVu -JVlk + VjkVji - \V\2gik .

Furthermore, integrating by parts again and using the Bianchi identity,

/ J\ikVikdv = - j J\iVik{kdv = - J \dJ\2dv.

Collecting calculations, we get that

||VF||2= í\dJ\2dv+ í J\V\2dv-m ítrV3dv

in the conformally flat case. By (7.29),

(7.30) \\Vb\\2 = ^—-l- f\dJ\2dv+ Í J\V\2dv - m ítrV3dv.

By (7.13),

(7.31) tl^ll2 = ^^/l^l2^

Finally,

(7.32) m2 = J]vl2_j_j3_

Collecting the information from (7.28), (7.30), (7.31), and (7.32), we get that

(D(2)b, b)iHM,g,TF&)

m f mm - tKm- Ufa -j l/3 + ̂ ±4 J|r|2 . Jm_¿ tfdv
J   {     m(m + 2)2 am AM + 211      am + 2 J

in the conformally flat case. This and Lemma 7.11 imply the first (general am )

inequality in the theorem. Furthermore, by Lemma 7.11 and the conformai

covariance relation for Z)(2) , equality holds in this inequality if and only if
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e^m~1)wl2bw vanishes, if and only if />w vanishes, if and only if gw is Ein-

stein. Since Einstein metrics have constant scalar curvature for am > 2, Obata's

Theorem finishes the general am part of the theorem.

Specializing to am = 6 and multiplying both sides of the inequality by 48/5,

we get that

j^dJ\2 -\j3 + 12J\V\2 -^-trV^d^    >0,

with equality if and only if (7.4) holds. We now use the conformai invariance

of / Qedv to eliminate the tr V3 term from this inequality: by Theorem 6.4,

Í Q6dv = 8 i{J3 - 3J\ V\2 + 2 tr V3}dv ,        am = 6.

Adding 0 to both sides of our inequality in the form ^ $sf>{(Q(>dv)œ-(Q(,dv)o}
we get the second ( am = 6 ) part of the theorem.        D

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Neither Yq nor   y I has negative eigenvalues, so the

same holds for Yœ and  y 2W by Theorem 4.8. (Alternatively, the fact that  y
■y

is formally self-adjoint implies that  y    will never have negative eigenvalues.)

Thus maximizing det Ya is the same as maximizing

iog(2(Y,e2«go))/(2(Y,go))

and similarly for minimizing det y 2W . Collecting the information from (7.1),

(7.2), Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, and Theorem 7.12, and representing the quantity

/ {(\dJ\2di)a - (\dJ\2di)0} + b [ {(J3dÇ)w - (J3dÇ)o}
Js6 Js6

c [ {(J\V\2dÇ)w-(J\V\2dl;)o}
Js<>

+
Js6

by the triple (a, b, c) £ R3, we just have to show that the vectors

wY=:(l3, 34, -32),        -wf2 :=(507, 1578, -1752)

have positive coefficients when expressed as linear combinations of

ux:= (1,0,0),        u2:= (1,2,0),        u3 := (1, f , -f)

But

(7.33) 3wY = 6ux + 23u2 + lOu-j ,

and

(7.34) -2w y 2 = 93ux + 556u2 + 365u3.       D

Remark 7.13. It is remarkable, and somewhat mysterious, that the vectors (7.33)

and (7.34) representing the "trailing terms" of the functional determinants of

Y and y 2 fall into the rather narrow positive cone f% generated by ux , w2 ,

and m3 . The coefficients involved are simply buried somewhere in the heat

invariants, and thus are determined "purely algebraically." There would seem to
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be no a priori reason that these coefficients should satisfy inequality constraints,

but they do. Such "luck" was also present in the four-dimensional case; for each

operator, the sign of one constant had to be correct to get an extremal result.

Specifically, the quantity asserted to be positive by the norm computation for

the Sobolev embedding L2 <-♦ L4 had to have a coefficient sign "matching" that

of the L\ «-> eL quantity. In six dimensions, our proof demanded that three

signs fall into place. (The true maximal positive cone is actually larger than the

one we have constructed; see the next remark.) The inequalities we have used

can be thought of as (at least consequences of) two embeddings L2 <-> L3, that
for scalar functions and that for trace free symmetric two-tensors, and of course

L\ <-> eL . One of the challenges for future work is to explain why these sign

miracles occur.

Remark 7.14. It would save quite a bit of delicate conformai geometry, as well

as the introduction of the principal series Ind^A,(2)®A/® 1, if we could replace

the positive quantity (T>{2)b, b)L2(S6tgoi ?tfs2) of Theorem 7.12 with the simpler

quantity ||C7(3)/3||2 , which we have not yet used. By (7.8), (7.14), (7.30), and
{i -it),

\\G{3)b\\2 = J{?^\dJ\2 + J\V\2-mtrV3}dv,        am > 5.

Thus

Ji\dJ\2+*J\V\2-^-trV3\dv>0, AM = 6.

Adding 0 in the form ^ Js(,{(Q6dv)(O-(Q6dv)0} , we eliminate the trF3 term
as usual; the result is

/{

24 64
\dJ\2 + —J3-^-J\V\2\dv >0,        am = 6.

Even on S6, this is new information, since the vector

M4:=(l,f5-f)

representing this quantity is not in the positive cone 3£ described in the last

remark:

3«4 = 3«i - 4«2 + 4m3 ,

and of course ux , w2 , and «3 are linearly independent. However, we cannot

prove positivity of Wy or of w» 2 using only ux , u2 , and u4 , since

2u>y = -ux + 22u2 + 5u4 ,        -8«; w 2 = -723«i + 3684w2 + 1095m4 ,
r

and ux , u2 , and u4 are linearly independent.

8. Epilogue

While signs of trailing terms must miraculously fall into place in order to

produce the extremal behavior summarized in Table 0.1, the sign of the leading

term's coefficient is predictable in arbitrary even dimension am . Indeed, by

[BG01, Theorem 1.5], any natural operator of the form A = V*V - cAJ, cA
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constant, has

(47i)'"/2(leading term)(Um[A])

= ("ir/2(n/,2)!(-2w(w - 1) + 4(am + \)cA)A<-m-Wj.
2(am +1)!

To be precise about what is meant by "leading term", recall the notation of

Corollary 1.5: the right side of (8.1) agrees with (4n)m/2Um[A] modulo J^;W_4.

By Corollary 1.5, it also agrees with Qm modulo «J^>m_4 . This in some

sense explains the sign pattern in Table 0.1: Y and y 2 both have the form

V*V-c/,with cy = (m-2)/2, c^2 = (am- l)/2. But the sign of the quantity

-2am(am - 1) + 4(am + l)cA changes as cA moves between these two values:

-2am(am - 1) + 4(am + X)cy = -4,        -2am(am - 1) + 4(am + l)Cm2 = 2(am - 1).

Thus

(leading term)(Um[Y]) = -(-\)»<l2kYQm ,

(leading term)(i7m[^2]) = (-\)ml2krQm ,

where ky and ac~,2 are positive constants. If Um[A] consisted only of its Qm

term, the consequence would be the obvious extension of Table 0.1. Guessing

that the signs of the trailing terms' coefficients will continue to fall into place

as we go up in dimension, we offer:

Conjecture 8.1. On Sm for am even, for g = gw = e2ago £ [go] in the con-

formal class of the standard metric go and having the standard volume vm =

(4?r)m/2r(m/2)/T(m), the quantities -(-I)m'2detYw and (-l)w/2det y I are

maximized exactly when

gco = h • go ,        some h £ ctran(5m , g0).

It remains to treat other operators A satisfying our assumptions 4.1, 4.3, and

4.6. For example, limiting ourselves just to operators that we have discussed

here, we could treat the P„ when (1.6) is satisfied, or the Wünsch operator Z)(2)

of Section 7 when am > 5. Certainly computations with P = P4 in dimen-

sion am = 4 are feasible; the relevant information about the heat invariants is

contained in [G3]. Perhaps some analogue of Conjecture 8.1 is more tractable

for the operator Pm , which is in some ways more like the two-dimensional

Laplacian than is the conformai Laplacian in dimension am .

Another exciting challenge is that of determinants of elliptic boundary value

problems. There has been much recent progress in developing computation

schemes for boundary contributions to the heat invariants [BG1], and in de-

riving sharp boundary value Sobolev inequalities [El-2]. A rich supply of con-

formally covariant boundary value problems certainly exists; for example, if

the basic operator (acting in the interior of our manifold with boundary) is the

conformai Laplacian Y, one can choose either a pure Dirichlet condition, or

a generalized Neumann condition known to physicists as the Robin condition,

and have conformai covariance as well as ellipticity. See [El, Section 1] for a

description of the Robin condition, and [BG2] for determinant computations

in dimension 4 based on these conditions, as well as for a discussion of the

"correct" boundary conditions for a higher order conformai covariant like P„ .
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In another direction, it should be possible to attack all of these problems

(covariant operators, sharp inequalities, functional determinants) in geometries

other than Riemannian conformai geometry; specifically, a target of interest

and opportunity is CR (tangential Cauchy-Riemann) geometry. Indeed, just

as our considerations here are intimately related to the complementary series

of representations of SOo(am +1,1), so are those for CR geometry to the

complementary series of SU(am + 1, 1). The necessary programs in these other

geometries are certainly at a much more primitive state of development than

their Riemannian conformai analogues, but the requisite hard analysis and heat

operator theory are in progress.

We have concentrated here on finding a (one-sided) bound for the functional

determinant. The other side of the coin is the prospect of using the func-

tional determinant to bound other quantities, notably the metric. This brings
us into the realm of isospectral problems; specifically, problems of determining

the "size" of a set of metrics which are isospectral for some given operator,

for example A or Y. In this context, "compact in the C°° topology modulo

diffeomorphisms" is the usually conjectured size; if it is possible to show that

isospectral classes are singletons (modulo diffeomorphisms), one is "hearing the

shape of a drum." The point is that the functional determinant has been crucial

in some such investigations, in particular [OPS2] in dimension 2, and [BCY]

in dimension 4. The exponential class inequality needed, again the description

of the norm of the embedding L2m ,2 <-> eL , is provided by a transplantation to

"bumpy" manifolds of an exponential class inequality of Adams [A], originally

proved for domains in Rm ; see [BCY, Proposition 2.2] for such a transplanta-

tion.
Finally, because of our interest in extremal problems on the sphere, we have

worked in this paper mostly on the conformally flat case, obtaining general

formulas for the functional determinant that involve the Euler characteristic

X(M). Beyond conformai flatness, x(M) tends to get replaced by linear com-
binations of x(M) and various invariants of conformai, but not of topological,
structure [B03, BCY]. Since there certainly exist manifolds with conformally

curved background metrics which exhibit a high degree of symmetry (see, e.g.,
[BCY, Section 3]), there are new frontiers for the present techniques even within

Riemannian conformai geometry.
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